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This is-.Eloz se.Of Lords, a z?,en by, f9r and about pubtishing and publishers, GMing and GMs. It runs no

games, a"4 js available t9 just about anybody- It's composed primarily of the thoughts 6f its publisher, and
}n {ray of letters on topics re-levanl topublishing a dipieen in the mohern wor1d. Eopefully,^this is a forum
for those with experience to share the wealth.

^ You can get this z99l aly of sew-eral wayl. First of all, by sending me one American Dollar per issue.
Second, by tr-adin_g-publications with me. Third, lgree to nrn this offJor me (at no cost to myself, and in the
manner to which I have become accustomed). Might as well keep on trying. NonGMpubber-s are obviously
limited to the first option only, having nothing to trade (too bad).

I also expect a fair amount of participation from all of you out there. This zeen sinks or swims on the ba-
sis of your contributions.

{n{ Vog publisher for this eyening is Dick Martin, 26 Orchard Way N, Rockville, MD 20854--6128.
Each subheading has at one time been the subject of a New Businesi "feature.'n That's how we choose

topics, more or les-s. If yoJ'd like to see a-parggular topic 4iscussed, just write a couple paragraphs worth of
yorq opinions on the subject to get the ball rolling and we'll go wi*r it.

It's been a while-since the lastissue, but I hope to setHOL on a bi-monthly schedule until the end of the
year. From there we'Il see how things look.

At least three new zeens have dropped- intg my mailtlox over the last few months, and all look pretty
good. Give these two a glance if you get the chance.

_ Hagalil Hamaami is Ran Ben-Israel's new zeen @R 2,s7lSunnidale Rd, Barrie, Ontario Canada, L4M
4S4). Cost is 10/$7 C*, $6 Us, $3 for game starts, and the zeen features an IsraelVJewish theme.

^_-No.t Up To M9dery _Graphics Standards is by Michael Hopcrott (2190 W Burnside, #108, Portland, ORg7zrc)..S.ubs gg for 1.0/$6, gam€sare free. Recent issues have featured a discussion of political philosophy
along with movie reviews and the Dip stuff.

__- nySjltolent^City Unlimited is the name that Simon Billenness has finally settled on for his new zeen.
What'llbe in it? I don'tknow,I can't find-my copy of the first issue anywhere. Besides driving on the wrong
side of the ro?d, it seems that some Brits alsoread zeens from back to front, at least that's what-I gather from"
the premier. simon's at 630 victory Blvd, #6F, staten Island, Ivy 10301-3szr.

Simon has also taken over the American hatf of the International Subscription Exchange from Steve
Figlr You-know, ttrry's wher^e you send Simon $$ which he converts to w-hatever curreircy you like and
then forwards off to wherever for foreign zeen subs. Or something like that.

In a related devefopmqnt, Ken Peel is 19w publishing the Zeei Register, tahng over from Simon Billen-
ness (my 4y1llvenltwebeen busy wheeling and dealing, hrnm?). Ken's at 8708-First Ave, #T2, Silver
Spring, MD 20910-3555.

Last but not least, Simon will be handling_publicity (at least the American end of it) for the upcoming
Worldcon. That'll be next year sometime, and somewhere in Britain.

On the fold front, Scott Hanson has foldedPommes Mit Mayo and Dave Carterhas folded Sleepless
Knights.I think that Steve ffogt! is foldingl/'s aTrap!, though I've heard nothing definite on that^.

Rumor has it ttrat Bruce Gery-kis switching Blunt Instrumints to a semi-annualschedule, though I've
hear$ nothing_conc-rete on that. If that's the case,-expect another issue any day now. Bruce is supp5sedly
starting up qUnited league, tho-ug^h_the enfiy de_adlile for that may have fassed by the time you itiaA mii. I.at-
est address I have for him is 5528 S Everett, #3D, Chicago, IL Ch1ll. 

^

. If I can swing it, I'd like to getHOL out on a bi-monthly basis or so. Work, school, a mushroomingRe-
tal and even a Dip game or two of my very own are conspiring against that. We shall see. If we can't polbUsf,
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at least that quickly I see no point in continuing the
zeen. Quarterly is just too slow, and long turna-
rounds like this one-while nice for my sanity once
in a while-aren't something1,d standfor as a sub.
ber. What do you all think about it?

Last issue I announced that lulie Martin (aka
"The Wife") was a new MNC. This is indeed the
case. This is not an attempt on herpart to create any
schisms or make some absurd "hobby powff grab"
as has been implied. Rather, MNC "Karel Alaric"
was looking for a replacement and she volunteered,
and that's all there is to it From my understanding
of the situation, Julie gives out real "Miller Num- 

-

bers" and Fred Hyatt (the other MNC) gives out
"North American Variant Bank Numbers." If you
must get some sort of number for your variant
games, either or both should be fine. Really, what's
the point of the things? Not like there are any variant
gting systems that will be confused, or any tracking
done to be sure that variants haven't been orphaned-.
My impression is ttrat less than half a dozen people
both know and care about the whole situation any-
way.

The'Junk mail" issue has been put off indefi-
nitely. Just not enough interest to warrant a mass
mailing at this time. If the situation changes, I'll be
happy to reconsider. H any of you Euroswould like
to mass distribute something to North American
pubbers, this would be a good way to do it. Maybe
we could work out some sort of reciprocal deal,
whereone of you handles printing/mailing in Europe
and I do the American half. Idle speculation.

Just received an anonymous letter the other day
for print n H OL. It' s my opinion ttrat publishing
anonymous or unattributed letters is bad editorial
policy (unless you're Penthouse, maybe), and I
won't do it. So if you'd like to see your letter in
print, sign it. Really, if you're worried about getting
stabbed for what you say here, you shouldn't be:
most of these people aren't big game-players any-
more-having moved on to more esoteric pursuits.

Some rearranging of topics this time.o'Custodians" has spung up from several different
categories, while "Old Guard" lives on, however
briefly. The new blood list goes to sleep for an issue
due to lack of space, but is yours for the asking. It
will be back next time, for sure. For the first time,
there's no new topic. That's mostly due to a lack of
space, as I have a topic all picked out and the article
is half written. No point in keeping you in suspense:
it'll be about Irtter Columns. Again, if you ha-ve
some expertise in a particular area, or just questions
to ask, we'd love to hear from you.

And how about Paul Molitor's 38+ game hitting
streak?

(PETER SULLIVAN) I would have thought
that the average British games zeen has a turnaround
of about a week to ten days, more if an external
printer is used. As such, I'm rather proud of my
normal five days, including one dayspentposting
the thing back home for printing

Biggles is, I think, a little optimistic in saying
that the British hobby is speeding up. What hap--
pel{ was that there was a handful of three-we-ekly
and faster zeens which helped to bring down the av-
erage for a few years. There are now defunct or
slowing down (Back to the Dark Ages monthly,
Vieyna four-weekly, C M ag three- to four-weeHy),
and I suspect that the 1987 Frequency survey wiil
show a return to an underlying downward trend.
And it's not the eye stalks so much as that scaly skin
which is the problem....

[Isn't there some sort of skin cream or plaster to
take care of that?

[Do you think that zeens will plateau at a certain
publishing rate, say once a month or every five
weeks?l

(STEVE EMMERT) Maybe I should move to
strike my earlier comment on press. $fhy not? I can
do it in court, and everybody knows that Lords is
just a big, fancy courtroom.) I'll ignore Olsen's se-
nile prattling out of sympathy for the old guy and
note my agreement with what Peel says. The new
people in the hobby seem to catch on rather quickly
to what good press is and are very creative in apply-
ing it. The only thing that takes time is catching up
on some of the inside jokes, but I'm a patient man.
(Speaking of senility, say, Ken, why haven't I re-
ceived aPolitcsse since January?)

I have read in DI7 several articles in a series de-
signed to classify Dip players (psychologically,I
presume) according to what they want out of the
game; e.g. to be King Kong or just a power broker.
To save the editors of thatpublication time, I will
state here and now my belief that Diplomacy exists
solely for the purpose of providing us with a vehicle
for press releases. A11 this tactics nonsense is secon-
dary to the real issue of who writes the best press.
The pen is mightier, and all that.

[While I've always believed that the game was
slightly more important than the press, I try never to
tell the players that when I'm the GM. I'd say they
were about equal now, and if you've got a good
game with good press then so much the better!
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[Please don't strike your earlier remark, doing
so might wrinkle the page.l

(MALCOLM SMITH) Thanks for HOL 12. I
wrote to you a few months ago with a pile of stuff,
but judging by the comments that you've written in
this issue,I assume that you didn't get thern Any-
how,I'm alive 'n' kickin', I can asiure you.

I agree with Peter Sullivan about the turnaround
of magazines in the British Hobby slowing down.
It's now come to the ridiculous situation where my
magazine Bohemian Rhapsody is the most regular of
all the UK magazines that I get!

Pete says that editors run more games than
they'd like! This both amazes and worries me. It
was over a year before I managed to get my first ga-
mestart, and after two years, I filled my second. Is it
going to take a third to get the next game going?

Simon Billenness mentions thar English players
don't know how to play England, and that, as a
rule, we find Russia easier to handle. I've always
had problems with Russia-always having proS-
lems getting out of Scandinavia and all thit.-When
I,'m Gen4any I find it a piece of cake to "sew up"
the Russians so that they come to a full stop in the
Gulf of Bothnia, and after a few seasons, I can find
myself in Scandinavia trying to kick Russia in *re
teeth.

In fact,I find England, after Germany, the easi-
est countT/ to play-it's the easiest to defend, if one
doesn't open to the Norwegian Sea, by a series of
self-standoffs against the most aggressive of attack-
ers, and I find it the country with the most options.
To tell the truth, all of my victories (that should have
been singular) have been with England.

[Self standoffs for defense of England? Maybe
that's why you guys have so much trouble-
Americans view the seH-bounce in North Sea on the
first turn as somewhat counterproductive (though I
have seen it used once). I like Russia, because if
you want to talk options--Russia's got 'em.

[My first impression of BR from a few years
ago was that it wasn't very much of a game zeer*-
there were lots of other things going on, but the
games weren't ttrat important. Now that you've
"gone warehouse" you should be able to fill as many
games as you like. There certainly seem to be plenty
of volunteers for En Garde! I'd be one of them, too,
if I had the time.

[Some editors run games as an excuse to permit
them to publish, some GMs publish as a way to let
themrun games. Some like to do both. Very few
seem not to like to do either (fornrnately). While
British zeens have a slow turnaround, is it a
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predictable one? For instance, if the deadline is on
$!5th, you can expect the zeen to be out by the
l2th.

[And no, the first bunch of stuff that you refer to
never got here. At least it hasn't yet-it takes an av-
erage_of six weeks for mail to travel from Norway to
me. How long does it take this to get to you?l

WALLACE NICOLL) I must agree with pete

Sullivan's corrment on page 2 [of last issue] about
the UK hobby. Some zeens seem to be dead, or at
least approaching a form of senility when they close
all the waiting lists because they're full up. How can
yort e{pect to attract new people into the hobby
when ll2 the zeens cannoi offer a gamestart of even
standard Dip!

Your reply to Peter, page 3. I would say ttrat if
someone has their own duplicator/copier, time delay
would be deadline one weekend, printing the next,-
mailed on Sanrdayfl\rlonday. External printers obvi-
ously cause an increase in time.

ffiew, most pubbers over here try to get their
zeens out by the end of the same deadline weekend.
From what I've seen, we also tend to run simpler
games yttho-u! the involved writeup for someilring
like En Garde! or that knights tournament game iri-
POW (love those names!)-.

[The easy way to attract novice players is to dig
up novice pubbers and GMs to takacare of them. -
Most zeens tend to fossilize after a few years, and
no longerimprove or try new things. While that may
be "good" it's not always interesting.]

(PETE GAUGHAN) I sal/ haven't gotren ap-
proval of tax-exempt status yet. Everything else
hinges on that I may reapply now because several
o{gs have incorporated as DOTS,Inc 

-Diplomats9f !e1as Society,Inc. The main purpose is io apply
for Dipcon )Oil, but we can bring zeens under the-
DOTS umbrella if that turns out to be more efficient.

The reason I don't copynght any paft of my zeen
is none ofit is copyrightable, except as a
"copynghled compilation." Most of *re excerpts I
print are either under copynght already, or have
been copynghted and have lapsed into ttre public do-
main. I havg ne-verprinted an-original work except

Ty 9wn editorials on politics, literature, or society
(and, recently, the columns by my assistant editois),
which I'm not interested in copyrighting. If I get any
fiction to print, I'11 certainly do thii.

Tell Bill Salvatore (if you feel like it) he handled
the linguistics fine (I'm a linguist by training, in his
terms).
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[Sounds like non-profit status isn't as easy as it
looked at first. Have you been rejected, or is ihe ap-
plication still in the works?l

(LARRY PEERY) As forthe incorporation
thing.As you may know by now the Texas Diplo-
macy players have also incorporated as a'rnon-
profrt" group.Greg Ellis has been doing his home-
work. I'm not sure if PJ frled himself or is under the
Texas umbrella. Anyway, he'llneed at least a year
to see how it goes.

I consider incorporation (either as a profit-
making or non-profit corporation) as a future possi-
bility. It is a lot more diffrcult here in California to
gain that status (especially non-profit) and a lot more
expensive, especially if you have to pay legal costs
to do it (and you almost have to here). But it is an
option I'm leaving open. The total costs of the li-
censes, annual fees, business permits, forms that
must be filled out annually, etc, is a real pain. Still,
anything is possible.

Is DlTnon-profit? You haven't been reading
your DIV 's annual financial report, have you? Hell,
you haven't been readingDlTunless youle been
reading somebody else's! Anyway, my basic plan
was that everything would have to pay for itself: the
zeen, the other pubs, etc. Sub prices would cover
the cost of doing the zeen. Otherpub sales would
cover themselves and generate a small surplus to be
used to help cover overhead, etc. Endowment funds
worrldprovide seed money for specialprojects and
printing costs for major items (like the Anthology
volumes). I figured a $3.00 per issue charge wouH
coverthe cost of a 60-page issue and leave some
over as a reserye. Unfortunately, most issues have
run closer to 80 pages and some more, so that has
pretty much wiped out the profit margln for the
zeen's sub costs. On the other hand, our invest-
ments and so forth (in various pubtcations) have
given DW anest egg orbank account to draw on for
the future. I'm guesstimating that there is about
$5,000 worth of materials stashed away for future
sale (up from $1,000 or so when I took over). And,
of course, there's the cash in the bank, enough to
cover allthe outstanding sub obligations. Naturally,
this has taken a hard-nosed attitude, especially in
distributing free issues. I'd like to gtve away staff
copies, contributor's copies, review copies, etc, but
it requires selling 5-7 copies for cash tocover the
cost of one freebie, and circulation doesn't justify
that. It probably never will. So, in the classic busi-
ness sense, DW is non-profit It meets all the criteria
for that status as far as I know. And in reality, it is
also very much non-profit. My only hope is that it is
proving profitable to the hobby. Otherwise, it isn't
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worth it.
One big thing that is going to be a draw on DIY

is the cost of the sampler we are going to be provid-
Tg to the hobby. I haven't done a lot to promote
DW in the past year because I wanted to wait and
see what was going to happen in terms of stability,
scheduling, etc. I think we are now at the point
where we can start reaching out to the hobby and be-
yond seeking to expand it. That's going to cost
money. It costs from 509 to $1 to respond to each
inquiry about the zeen or the hobby, and we get a lot
of those inquiries, and a lot of those inquiries don't
include any money or even a SASE.

If I can use an overworked analogy, DW maybe
likened to the hobby's flagship. I'm reminded of the
USS United States or the Cunard Queens (hummm,
seems appropriate, somehow...). The Queens actu-
ally made money for a while. I don't *rink the US
ever did, but it was the American flagship. It wasn't
until wartime that ttre Queens provedtheir worth,
and they did much to turn the tide for the Allies. Un-
fornrnately, most people only see the cabins and the
public rooms of such ships. They don't think about
what goes into them and is below the waterline, out
of sight. DW's like that. People see the magazine,
but don't stop to think ttrat what they see actually
represents about 60Vo of the work involved. The
biggest risk I've taken to date with DlY comes in the
next few months when I start publishing the next
three volumes of the Antholofy series. Each one of
those will be roughly the equivalent to a year's
worth of DW.It's a substantial investment, but one
I q*! yill pay off in time. It marks the beginning
of building a real hobby lihary of literature beyond
j,ust the magazines, etc. Oh well, stayed tunedior
further developments.

kyyuy, the bottom line is that I no longer
cringe when I walk into the post office, buy$300
worth of stamps, and they don't even check my ID
for a check. And my printer calls the technician to
adjust the machine when I use heavier than normal
paper for the pages and covers, and I spend more on
typewriter ribbons than most publishers spend on
printing and postage. And I discovered you can't
stuff more than 50 checks into an ATM at one time.

[Yop mean yolu tn$t an ATM to handle money
and do it right? I never use the things, because I -

know that if ttrey make a mistake thbn I have to
battle the bureaucracy to fix it. At least with people
you can talk things out on the spot. And my sister
had a bank account cleaned out when somebody
stole her ATM card once (fortunately she was almost
broke at the time anyway).

[DW is "investing" in publications? Trying to
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corner the futures market inRedwood Curtain, or
what? Don't invest too much in anthologies or what-
ever until you're cefiain they'llbe sold-you may be
forced to take a writeoff if they prove lesi populdr
than you'd hoped. Cash flow makes the wbrl-d go
'round, not stockpiled inventory.

[No,I don't readDW.I seem to prefer the hob-
by sailboats to the hobby flagships.l

(JOHN CARUSO) Considerthis aformal apol-
ogy to Russ Rusnak. My intent wasn't to belittle
him or his argumenl I didn't view my comments as
doing this, but if he took it that way, so be it. I'm
not elitist. I can apologize for any offense taken.
And I do, right here and now.

[OK, we hear and acknowledge. (nudge nudge,
wink wink)l

(RUSS HUSNAK) I just got a letter from
Berch about a complaint which may or may not be
legitimate. I really don't pay much attention to any
type of feud or pre-feud shit. I guess I'm hoping
that it won't infect HOL.I've really gotten to enjoy
it (I enjoy it so much I'm even sending a donation
along). Actually I think I just enjoy seeing my name
i,n print. Would you be interested in having aguest
GM run a game here - what the hell, I may as well
leech off your ability to draw people. At least I'm
honest about it.

[Gee, Russ, a donation! I'm touched.
[Sorry, I'm not really interested in running any

games, e-ven if you'1s willing to guest GM. Though
I appreciate the offer (even if you are jastryng to
get your name in lights!), that would imply ttrat
HOL would have to run on a schedule of some sort
to carry the game, and ttrat just will not do! Besides,
this just isn't a game zeen.l

(BRUCE LINSEY) In regard to Russ Rusnak's
comments,I'd say you are slowly moving toward
your objective of having the zeen discuss issues
without indulging in personal attacks, but you aren't
there yet.

[I agree, though some people seem to confuse
individuals expressing their opinions with "personal
attacks" a little more readily than they ought to.]

(STEVE LANGLEY) I'm not sure if it is me,
or if we have run out of interesting things to say.
Probably it is me. There were few high points, Ju-
lie's explanation of what an archivist does, for
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lnstance. Not a subject that I'd ordinarily care about,
but she laid it out so clearly that the reaciing was
good.

I do note, finally, that I'm not a writer who is
worth his salt. I don't have copies of all I have writ-
ten filed away, or even stacked in a box. Shoot, if it
were not that I came across a copy, while rurnmag-
ing through a used book store, I wouldn't even have
my own copy of the novel I wrote. Not worth my
salt at all. I wonder how much salt that might be. Is
it the salt in the containers on my shelves oi just the
salt ttrat could be obtained by rendering me down?
In either case, it's not worth much.

_ [ wouldn't say that. At one time salt was a very
v_aluable commodity, and you can win games of
Civilization if you get enough satt cards. Even a little
salt can be valuable--try living without any.

[Some issues seem boring to me, too. What I
think is interesting some of you wilI find tedious,
and vice versa. With that being the case, I uy to cov-
er enolgh ground here so that there's something for
everybody.

[And I mention Russ once in a while because it
makes him so happy.l

(ALAN STEWART) Anotherfine issue of
HOL. Your contributors seem to be rounding into
form and pulled off some really snappy lines last is-
sue.

How come all your topics have three stars? I
think you should rate them from one to five stars
based on how interesting the topic is intrinsically
and how illuminating the discussion has been.

Perhaps someone can help me with something
I-'vealways been doubtful about- exactly what are
the distinctive features of 'Golden Age" piess? In
my rudimentary understanding, it involves the crea-
tion of fictional characters and a story line, with the
height being reached when two presi writers' fic-
tional characters interact with each other and their ac-
tivities stand in some clever relation to the game's
events. I read some of Rod Walker's press some-
where and must confess that it left me absolutely
cold, not provoking a flicker of reaction of any kind,
not humor, interest, awe, disgust - nothing. On the
other hand, Conrad wrote a press series for Praxis
that I thought was brilliant.

It seems to me that the "Golden Age" model
wouldrepresent only one of many models of "good
press."

I just gave everything **;t because it seemed
like the thing to do at the time. I considered rating
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each category, but decided against it when I couldn't
!g*t any good reason for doing so. My personal
favorite has been the "Out of Dipdom' stuff on how
gverybody found their way to the postal Dip hobby,
but that generates little discussion. Other categories
seem boring to me, but have lots of reader response.
How can I possibly determine "intrinsic" interest?
Some of the more obscure topics have tumed out to
be the most interesting ones as well.

lYour description of Golden Age Press is very
good. While it's not impossible to write decent GA
press, most of it seems too contrived or poorly writ-
ten to be worth reading. Just hacking the stuff out
according to formula won't do, as you well know.

Nfhy not write up something on the different
types of press for us? How they work, how a pub-
ber can encourage (or discourage) certain kinds of
press, how to present press in the zeen...lot's of
possibilities.l

Archives
(PETER SULLIVAN) Hey,I was already

thinking about doing my Politics dissertation in the
lhird year on Dipdom, if I can swing it. Something
like "Micro-politics in a limited environment: ttre Di-
plomacyHobby and Feuding." I doubt they'd ap-
prove it, but a man can dream, can't he?

[So send me a copy when you finish. Why,I'11
even give you a free issue or two sub extension.l

(STEPHEN DORNEMAN) I'11 see what I can
do about digging up some info on the various SF
fanzeen collections in libnaries. I know there's a big
one associated with a specialty library in Toronto-
maybe some of your Canadian contributors can help
us out here.

[Maybe our nun in Toronto couldlook into it.
Alan? Know anything about this?l

(MALCOLM SMITH) I've got a collection of
magazines,literature,letters, and so on and so forth
that take up about 14 cubic feet or so of my work-
room. It's only a collection of what I've been in-
volved in in this hobby (trades are included as an in-
volvemeng as through them I "saw" the rest of the
Hobby)-but I would never claim to call it an Ar-
chive.

Until the day that I go through the lot and cata-
logue all the games and all that (forexample,I may
want to follow all Italy's victories), it'll remain a
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collection.
Who knows, when Iretire in about 33 years

time, I'11not only have a massive collection, but I'll
fave plenty of time on my hands to catalogue that
little lot.

Or perhaps make a bloody huge bonfire....

[To keep you warm through those cold Norwe-
gian summers, eh? But what to do now that you're
back to Belgium....l

(WALLACE NICOLL) I have used the UK ar-
chives (Walkerdine) for a couple of items-notably
where I want to check up on previous runs of an ob-
scure variant that I'm interested in. What is the point
in archiving Dip or hobby letters? I can understand
the archiving, or at least referencing, of articles and
gaybe letter columns discussing hobby matters.

lurely an archive arranged by topic might be in or-
der, or a vast cross-referencing index ded to a com-
plete collection of zeens. The index could be made
available for a fee, and then editors or those interest-
ed in specific articles, games, etc, could contact the
central store, or whoever keeps originals, asking for
copies. That was effectively what I did with Richard
W. I don't know whether he has extensive indexes
to games, etc, but I simply asked to have copies of
gamg leports for "Game of the Clans" and he duly
provided the same for me.

[Any idea how extensive his collection is?]

(PETE GAUGHAN) I can't seewlry anybody
would want to have a copy of every zeen or flyer
ever-but I can believe that somebody would. Larry
Peery was kind enough, fromPerelandra#A, to sub;
,?o, bcause he was doing an archive, but he does
have a complete seL When I folded the zeen,I sent a
set of Elmer Hinton unsolicited, but received no
thanks or acknowledgement. Thus, apparently, both
of them are just gathering paper wittrout a lot of ef-
fort. The moral of this: I don't think either Larry or
Elmer has yet been really clear on why they have
stored zeens. Is it because they like zeens? Or be-
cause somebody might use 'em in the future?

[Larry and Elmer sound like compulsive collec-
tors, though Elmer doesn't do a verygood job of it.
I^arry asked for a complete set of Retals a couple
years ago, but I never got around to making one up.
Lazy me.l

(ROBERT SACKS) The Orphan Games Pro-
ject has always viewed the existence of a functioning
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archives where we could obtain history of orphans
as highly desirable. Perhaps one of these days we
might get one.

[While I did orphan games ttre method used was
to ask around until we could find someone wittr the
zeens we needed- I guess you could call it a
"distributed" archive. With a general idea of who got
(and saved) what, you could find just about anyth-
ing you needed.l

(ALAN STEWART) I am the type of person
who thinks hobby archives are a good idea. If there
was a substantial archive within one hundred and
fifty miles of me, I would travel there once or tnrice
a year to look over it for a day. If the Great Archives
were further away, I might order some back copies
if the printing costs were reasonable-not more than
four or five cents a page.

Considering that I expect the great majority of
the hobby would be much less interested than me,I
have to wonder whether the total hobby interest is
sufficient to sustain the project. Is it going to be
worthwhile to do all the work necessary to provide a
Great Archive when all its use is going to be limited
to maybe a couple of personal visitations a year and
a request for a few copies every few months? That,
at most, is what I predict hobby demands upon a
Great Archive would amount to. I sure wouldn't
want to do all that organizational work for such a
minimal return. But if someone else would find the
work fascinating or fun-great. I worked as an ar-
chivist one suurmer. We were a wild bunch. Our
motto was "If in doubt, throw it out."

[I think that an Archive would get even less use
than that, unless it was convenient to a major Dip
con or related activity.I

(MELINDA HOLLEY) I think an organized Ar-
chives would be nice. I can just imagine a Dipper's
offspring deciding to write a paper (sociology, pott-
ical science, etc) on Diplomacy. It could be useful
for someone deciding to put together an anthology
or "how-to" booklet. As to an "official" Ar-
chives...well, who has the time, energy, etc, to be
the "only" Archivist? As Iulie pointed out, it's not
merely putting a71 House of Lords, C ostaguana,
(etc) together.

[So we're agreed, then. An archive is a wonder-
ful thing to have r/we can get somebody else to do
the workll
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(JOHN CARUSO) A new name for a custodi-
anship-Old Zeens Stuffed In Boxes Service, or
OZSIBS for short. The OZSIBS Archives-sort of
has a ring to it.

[I can tell you like it. Why not volunteer?]

(LARRY PEERY) I enjoyedreading Julie's
words on Archives.In fact, I was so impressed that
I am shipping off the Archives to her, COD, all45
boxes of it. Have fun sorting out those grocery lists,
Julie. Anyway, just remember the next time it gets
cold and snowy and your power is off and you
don't have any fuel or wood around for the fire-
I've got the Archives!

Burnout

(JOHN CARUSO) Despite my contributions to
this and a few other zeens, I'm in the midst of burn-
out (sounds so sexually explicit, doesn't it? Kathy,
keep your hands off of me!). My diplomacy desires
are waning. Some days they wane more than others.
I find it fascinating that I still publishKKW,even if
I don't do much of the writing. I guess it's my high
responsibitty level.

(ANDY LISCHETT) The worst guilt of near-
burnout is one that Steve Langley didn't mention:
the guilt of not answering inquiries from novices.
Maybe Steve didn't get that bad, but I have.

[I've never gotten quite to this stage, though
sometimes it takes me a month to get around to it. I
just remember what it was like when I first entered
Dipdom and that inspires me. Or reminds me that I
really ought to send these poor folks sornething.l

(STEPHEN DORNEMAN) Burnout? I think
I'll write about that discussion topic later. When I
have more time. I'11just put this copy of HOL on
the stack to remind me...Gee, that stack's getting
awfully big. Maybe tomorrow I can get to some of
it.

[Hmmm, why does that sound like what I've
been saying to myself the last couple months every
time I looked at the "incoming" stack of IIOI let-
ters?]

WALLACE NICOLL) We've had comments
(Doug and I) along the lines of "Howcum you've
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not burned out? Producing that many pages must be
lots of work!" Sure it is, but we get othei folk to
produce mone than fiVo of. it. We only do the
"getting it togettrer into a sellable whole." We have
the editorial power to do that! And pnrduce only
wh4 wq lvant to, or feel up to. I guess we could go
on like this until World War III, but fate will inter-
vene, I'm sure, and I'll get a job at the other end of
the country, and Doug will get that super job work-
ing in Singapore fortwo years. The format will ne-
cessarily change, more like an APA with three dis-
tinct subzeens: mine, Doug's and Derek's, plus the
extra game reports. By spreading the load, when
one is down and out, the others can carry on, or try
to pull the third along. When Derekmovedrecently,
the zeen still made it to 56 pages. When I was in the
States last year, Doug and Derek did all the work on
the issue then. When Derek was busy with fi-
nals...you get the drift. Burnout caulot really affect
a co-operative zeen.ltmight affect one of those in-
volved, and as long as the others can cope-you
cannot survive where everyone is a specialist and
nobody else can cover for him,/her-there shouldn't
be more than a minordisruption to the ether. We
find it works well. Quite a few other UK zeens
work on a similar "many hands make light work"
approach, but the converse can also be true if those
involved ("too many cooks spoil the bnoth") don't
work together as a team.

[The teamwork is hard to pull off here in the
US, because most of us are quite geographically dis-
tant from our co-pubbers. For instance, I've had
subzeen pubbers and guest GMs as close as New
Carrollton MD and as far away as Sheridan OR,
Chicago IL, and Rochester NY. There's just no way
any of them could pick up the slack in a slow
month. Typically, US zeens are based on the zeenl
subzeen model, rather than true cooperative efforts.
About the only exception that comes to mind is Poli-
tesse, which is the product of a group of DC/Iv{D/
VA gamers as an informal "house"publication.

[Team publishing sounds ideal, and from the
looks of POW it works quite well.l

(LARRY PEERY) Oh well, what about Burn-
out? I can empathize (if that's the word I want) with
Steve. I'm one of the few people in the hobby who
has had two different careers, or lives. I wonder if I
have seven more waiting? My first one lasted from
1966 until 1972or 1973. Then the curtain came
down. I didn't really bumout on the hobby so much
as I lost interest in it. I was naive enough when I got
the IDA going to think ttrat the hobby, as a hobby,
was on its way and in good hands. So I went off in
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pursuit of my other gaming interests. OnlyDWtied
me to the mainstream of the hobby. I wasn't totally
inactive, of course; during 1976-i7I wrote my book
on Diplomacy, and I continued to keep in touch'il/ith
s_g,me h9b!y friends, but it was definitely a low pro-
file period.

Then in 1981 I came back to a whole new
world- It was a rough go that first year because so
many people knew me only from what others had
said about me, and most of that was incorrect or
worse. Still, I didn't take the time to try and rebut all
the lies, etc. I just went ahead with what I was do-
ing. The rest is history, as they say. My second ca-
rger in the hobby has been even more rewarding
than the first in many ways, although I still think of
those days as the Golden Age of the hobby.

One thing I have noticed is that most often burn-
out is self-generated, although we usually place the
blame for it on outside forces and factors.-And, of
course, they can have a certain bearing on our ac-
tions. Too often we expect that once we've achieved
a certain plateau that everything will be fine, and
we've arrived at nirvana. Bah...few zeens or pub-
lishers (or anything else in the hobby or out of it)
ever achieve such aposition. And if we do, we are
gsually comatose. Ups and downs are parts of life,
learning t9 deal with them in or out of ihe hobby is
pat of living. I am amazed by one particular individ-
ual in the hobby at the moment, and since I've know
him and we've been friends for 1o, these many
years,I'm going to use him as an example. There
are others I could use, but Conrad's case is well
known. In the last issue of Costa Conrad admits he
has aproblem and ttrat the magazine is in trouble,
etc. A classic case. He also lists a series of Draconi-
an measrues to solve his problems with the zeen.
Then he turns around and stafts a whole bunch of
nerr projects and makes a bunch of new promises
which will, almost assuredly, get him deeper into
trouble. None of this is new to those of us who
know Conrad, however. We're used to it. Oh well,
it's a particularly virulent form of bumout.

However, I'm finding that I can steal a weekend
away from Diplomacy firally. Last month we took a
weekend off and went to Disneyland, and this past
weekend I spent cleaning. What is important, how-
ever, is that these were the first weekends in a year
and a half that I haven't had to work on DIY stuff.
Perhaps this is the laid back fonn of burnout familiar
to southern California.

I must confess that when Xeno returns (as it
surely will),I intend to do two things wi*r it that I
didn't do before. First, use guest gamesmasters to
run the games. My experiences with Ken Hager and
some of the GMs I've worked with in DW's Demo
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Blmes have been very encouraglng. Second, another
idea I've had is to use folded, burned-out pubbers/
editors/gms as guest participants in the zeen, and
even offer to serve as a guest pubber or editor for
another pubber who wants to take a vacation or rest.

[So why is it that all the busiest Dipdomites
(myself included) call themselves burnouts?I

(ROBERT SACKS) I burned out years ago. I
must be on my fifth or sixth now.

(BRUCE LINSEY) Steve Langley did a better
job of describing the feeling called "burnout" than
I've seen anyone else do. Thankfully,I have never
felt that way. I don't think there's been a day since I
joined my first game that I haven't looked forward
eagerly to opening and answering my mail.If I were
to experience burnout as Steve describes it,I'd
probably leave the hobby.

(ALAN STEWART) It is surprising how identi-
cal all descriptions of the symptorns of burnout I
have see are.

I suppose I've burned out a couple of times
now, though I suppose that was mostly just bore-
dom. Doing roughly the same thing month after
month, year afteryear-no matterhow much I enjoy
it-gets boring. One problem with publishing is thal
it doesn't lend itself well to taking avacation-for a
month or two. Finishing one issue just means that
it's time to start work on the next one. And so on
and so forth, into eternity. Since a one-issue glitch
can cause problems for quite a while, the pressure to
avoid those little irregularities is great.

[Eventually,I just snapped-took my much-
needed rest and vacation, and returned with a fresh
approach. It seems that too many pubbers are too
driven to sit back and enjoy what's happening
around them. I know I am at times, and then I have
to make a conscious effort to tone things down a bit
and get some time away from Dipdom. Every little
weekend helps.

[You may have guessed that I'm a little "burned
out" when it comes to putting o:ut HOL. Sure am.
I've accomplished just about everything I wanted to
with this zeen, and don't quite know what to do
next. Fold? Maybe. If I didn't think this was still in-
t-e19st!gI'd hang it up in a minute. Wittr my busy
fall schedule I'11 have to be more selective about 

-

how I spend my time, andHOL is starting to inch
it's way down the priority ltst. Retalis capable of
gobbling up as much of my Dip time as I let it, and
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that's OI( by me-I'd rather run games and play
games than talk about them any day. We'll justhave
to see. If I can't do as good a job as I like with
HOL, then it'1l fold. At least this time it won't crash
as violently as it did before.

[I feel bumed out when I can seriously consider
folding without a twinge of guilr It's happened
twice, but never seriously enough for me io actually
take the plunge into non-publishing.l

Census
(MELINDA HOLLEY) I like the idea- Thehob-

by fluctuates a lot. A player coming into the hobby
today might want to publish in a year or ry his/he}
hand at a small con. What better way to find out
who's close to you (geographically)or get a
"master" list in order to iend out flyers, complimen-
tary copies, etc?

fiust askingaround isn't bad, and just being
alvare of who might be willing to give you a bunch
of addresses can be handy, but it's tough to beat an
up-to-date census for usefulness. I used mine all the
time.l

(ROBERT SACKS) Why? Wasn't the Btack
and Blue Book adequate?

_ [Well, the Black and Blue Book is slightly dif-
ferent, as it lists a bunch offace to face playeis
along with the postal types (as well as phone num-
bers and gaming preferences), while the census just
lists names and addresses. I haven't seen a copy of
the BBB, but that seems like too much informaiion
to me. Maybe a separate listing of postal and ftf
players would be a good idea (since it's all on com-
puter and theoretically just resorting the data should
do iQ. Would that be hard, Larry? How about telling
us about the BBB-how many names, how often
you update it, what it contains, etc?

[How is the census going, Conrad? I should
have a list or two in here for you to attack.l

Costs
(MICHAEL HOPCROFT) Costs are a big ar-

gum€nt against pubbing. My biggest cost starting
out is postage, which runs up to $13.00 or so anis-
sue. I am able to get my printing done fairly cheaply
on a huge machine at a University printing office.
The good news is that it only costs lp a page (both
sides) plus masters. The bad news, which I can live
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with, is that I usually have to wait a few days to pick
up my order. While-you-wait service is a luxury I
cannot afford at the moment; as it is, I am spending
a reasonable amount of money on something which
should, after all, be a hobby activity. Connections
can be useful (I went to school at that university,
and will be working there this summer). I imagine
the best way to keep my costs down would be to
keep the zeen small. And I'm actually coming close
to making some of the costs back in sub fees. No
zeen could probably be supported by sub fees, but
they help.

As for my other equipment, it's a matter of bor-
rowing what I need when I need it. Andreturning it
promptly (or seeing to it ttrat it never leaves the pre-
mises).

[From a later letter....]
My costs went up a little this month, but fortu-

nately 2.5 cent sales are an occasional event in Port-
land life, so I managed to take advantage of it. Still,
that managed to get the zeen out. I haven't heard any
response at all to my curent issue, however, so I
still wonder whether I'm doing anybody any good
in this hobby. Just the occasional moment of self-
doubt that is all too common with me.

[Supposedly Costagunna will be financed entire-
ly by sub fees from now on.It'll be interesting to
see how that works out.

[Love those 2.59 sales! If only I could find a
place that had them all year long.... From the looks
of it, your zeen with the long nrune is doing just
fine. Patience!

[If you stay smaIl, then costreally isn't that
much of a factor. For about $20 a month, you can
put out an eight page zeen for thirty subbers, no
problem. As hobbies go, that's pretty cheapll

(MALCOLM SMITH) Bohemian Rhapsody
doesn't cost much to produce as I can get most of it
done at work in the production labs, hence the high
quality of printing. But the real cost is postage-
four sheets of A4 costs Nkr 3.50 to post outside
Norway (=509), but a magazine up to L0 sheets
costs Nkr 5 (=709) and those issues with 11 sheets
or more cost Nkr 7 (=$1). These are the surface
printed matter rates, and they almost double if I want
to send a copy of the magazine across Norway or
Air Mail. Only a few issues go to the US Air Mail;
those are for those like Bruce Geryk who play in the
magazine, and to those chaps who work for the
Chaosium games company in California, as I usual-
ly have piles of questions for them to answer for the
next issue on their games.

I have about 60-65 subscribers, a long way
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{own (and manageable) from the days when I had
218. My last postage bill was about Nkr 400, which
is roughly $60. Of course, my bills get reduced if I
can hand out a few issues to those in the Oslo games
club instead of posting it, and those get their issues
free.

But the real costis in the computer hardware and
software I use: a Sinclair QL. Once one's bought the
5L2KRAM, twin disks, daisy wheel and dot matrix
printers, word processors (I have two and use both
fgrBR), and the spelling checker (not yetrunning),
then one can start to produce a magazine. Certainly,
I would never use a dot matrix in NNLQ (Nowheie
Near lrtter Quality), as it should be called, to print a
magazine.

1Ah, it's only fair to count hardware if the only
reason you got it is to do zeen sfuff. If you use it for
work, play, orjust because you had to have one,
then publishing is just an excuse to play around with
some neat hardware. The dot-matrix issue of HOL
turned out to be very legible, though it's cheaper to
do it with laser (the smallerprint saves me pages and
postage, offsetting the cost of the laserprint).

I don't see how you could manage a sub list of
218! I get antsy at around 70, and panic at 80. I've
been living in terror at 100 for the last couple
months, and it's just too much work. At least the
way I publish.l

WALLACE NICOLL) At the moment we have
a seven-week deadline-to-deadline interval. In early
days we were getting the zeen printed 300 miles
lway by a small one-man-and-wife photocopier-at-
home operation who were offering Cheap raies for
non-profit-making, charities, games zeens, etc. His
rates were about ll3 the cost of getting commercial
copying at a High Street copyshop (Kinkos would
be a US example). Mimeo (stencil) is obviously
cheaper still, but you cannot be as creative as you
can with photocopying. Problem was the postal ser-
vice was not that wonderful, and his workload grew
rapidly as more zeens switched from mimeo to p/
copy, and others started oul So the usual schedule
went as follows: Friday deadline, adjudicate over
weekend" type up reports and collect all bits of zeen
together during the week. Contact any GMs who
hadn't got reports in to find out when, if, and why
not. Usually the whole thing was sent off the Satur-
day or Monday a week after the deadline. Usual time
away 7-L4 days, zeen goes into post the day it re-
turns after collation, etc.

So that was on average about three weeks from
deadline to subbers getting the zeen. Allowing for
the foreign players we decided four weeks was a fair
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balance; hence, seven weeks.
It also meant that we had a couple of weeks free

to do other (non-hobby) things-since there ls a life
beyond the hobby.

So we continually hunted around for cheaper
andmore local printing. I also checked out buying/
renting a copier which would have been a viable op-
tion, except that we didn't really have room for it,
and we would also have been forced to take in other
printing jobs to make it pay for itself.

We have now found a reliable, local, cheap
printer who'lleven collate and staple the zeen for us
for a competitive price. We aim to break even with
the UK subscribers. It costs about 55p to get the
zeen printedtor 64168 pages, plus 20p postage. Ob-
viously if we only manage 60 pages we make a few
pence. The chances of us falling into the lower price
bracket these days are slim--only when Derek
doesn't get any of his stuff in!

As for the European and worldwide subbers, we
lose money. Then there are the trades we get back.
These do not, when calculated, come anywhere near
the value going out-we have a 30-40 deficit per is-
sue. Split two ways it's not too bad.

I did a bit on costings of various printing meth-
ods for the articles which got used in the UK7*en
Editor handbook, which later appeared nOUAD
(on that, more later), and it seemed that 250 copies
was the normal breakpoint between litho andphoto-
copy.Wittr photocopy, there is a flat charge per
copy. With litho, the more you print the cheaper it
is, ultimately getting to the stage where you are pay-
ing for the paper alone. With litho, the cost of mak-
ing the printing plates, whether for 20 copies or 24
million, is the same. Spread that cost between your
copies and you'll see what I mean.

As I said earlier, mimeo is cheaper to produce,
but I would want to get some sort of electrostencil
facility available-and with most companies now
using copiers and not duplicatons, there are few, if
any, operations offering that facility.I am also
checking out the availability of laserprinters in this
country, either to get or to set up as a print-bureau-
I'm currently unemployed, and if I can show the
scheme is viable, then I should be able to get money
to buy the hardware, or at least rent it.

Circulation-wise, we hold around ttre 100-110
mark when you include complimentary copies to
GMs, family, contributors, etc.

E also considered starting up a print bureau, but
decided that I just didn't have the time to go for it if
it was to be a success. How many UK zeens have
enough subbers to make the mass-production copy-
ing worthwhile? It's a rare US zeen that has over
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100 subbers, and DIY is the only one I can think of
with over 200.

[We do get a discount forphotocopyrng, typical-
ly qt about the 100 copy point. Also, I like to haggle
and can sometimes get a cheaper basic rate too.

[Americans just wouldn't put up with waiting
three weeks for game results to come back Interest
really slacks off after a very short time in those
games.l

(ROBERT SACKS) Now that I have pur-
chased my own Toshiba copier (at an initiat cost of
about $3000), my printing costs are l.3glpg white,
l.4A lp E color, 0. 5 0/over-print. My principal costs
remain postage.

[I certainly hope you bought that copier before
the scandal brokell

(MELINDA HOLLEY) I've noticed the cost of
Rebel increasing dramatically in the last six to eight
months. 'Course, the page count and sub list have
increased as well so I didn't think too much about it.
T,ast November, I'd written the copying business I
deal with about the costs and received some infor-
mation on their base rates along with quantity dis-
counts, etc. The last issue of Rebel was really ex-
pensive, so after getting it out in the mail, I sat down
and researched from January, 1986 through April,
1987. I used their base figures for my calculations.
Some of the billings were pretty close (within
$1.00). But I found that since October, 1986,I'd
been consistently overbilled (sometimes as much as
207o). So I sat down and wrote a six-page letter
(breaking down the calculations and including cop-
ies of cancelled checks) formally complaining. Tliat
was last week. Hopefully I'11 hear back soon since I
gave them a deadline to respond- I'd like to know if
anybody else has problems like this, or do I need to
begin getting paranoid?

[My experience with copy shops has been wildly
variable. Some printers are more professional than
others, and tend to get the bills right. Kinkos is one
that I warch out for, though, as they just seem to
pick a number out of a hat next to the cash register.
They usually come within $10 of the final charge,
and they've underbilled me so many times that I
don't complain when they overbill. I may come out
a little ahead, but not much. Usually it's a case of a
rushed college student working part time and they
really don't care if they get the numbers exactly
righr My crurent printer is much more professional
and only rarely goofs the price (they're also much
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sJower). If I have a question on the bill, I just ask
them to explain the charges-they find their mis-
takes that way.

ffie more you print, the more your subbers will
write. The more your subbers write, the more you
print. Add in thatrunning more games draws more
subbers and you have the recipe for a cost spiral ttrat
will eventually bankrupt you. Have a good time on
the way to the poor house, I am.]

Custodions
(STEVE EMMERT) Will someone please hu-

mor a poor, wide-eyed innocent and tellme how
much the hobby services cost on an annual basis? If
Diptax is so bloody controversial, the numbers must
be astronomical. If, on the other hand, the dispute is
philosophical rather than economic, then will an oc-
casional fund-raiser such as the PDORA suffice?

[Let's see, the Census cost me about $25 a year,
and my half of the orphan service ran to about that
much also. Obviously, the dispute is aphilosophical
one, at least on my part. Diptax advocates that we
raise money to fund services, I advocate that we cut
costs and run on a shoestring budget.

U think PDO and donations have been doing just
fine, though I have no details in that regard.l

(MICHAEL HOPCROFT #1) How many Mill-
er Number Custodians are there? Who decided
which one is legitimate? Which one gets copies of
my znen? ('m getting close to filling a Gunboat
start.)

I just had an odd thoughtrecently. What would
happen if the hobby elected the custodians? Sure it
would politicize the offices, but the offices are poli-
ticized anyway. They are going to be politicized no
matter what they do. And it might settle the issue of
which custodians are the "legitimate" ones. It's only
an odd idea, and it will probably get nowhere. There
are several problems, chief among them being defin-
ing ttre electorate and running a fair election. The
former would mean getting a hold of the sub list of
every single zeen in the hobby, and determining
which zeens are real zeens and which are
"renegade." That in itself is a mammoth task. And
who would select the Election Number Custodian,I
wonder? But the results may be worth ttre trouble, if
we can go for two to three years a tenn.

I wonder what you ttrink of that little brainstorm.
Are we still on good terms? I hope so. I don't

want people getting upset over little 'ol me. And I
still want to getHOL, because I'm very interested in
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what my fellow publishers are doing. I'm trying to
use as much tact and diplomacy as I can muster to
get out of this mess I've gotten myself into with
Miller numbers. I'd still like to have some idea what
all this is about.I know it has something to do with
Robert Sacks and the general state of the hobby, as
Sacks seems to be the main defender of the
"alternative" custodian. I still haven't really decided
what I'm going to do about this question; I have
numbers from both Julie and Fred Hyatt and have
no real objection to using either. It's the interests of
my players that concern me at the moment, as I
should hope they are the concern of any publisher.
Sacks keeps sayrng I shouldn't let my players
"blackmail" me, but aren't players what the hobby is
all about? Call me an idealist, but I happen to believe
every word.

fthere are two variant number custodians. De-
pending on yourinterpretation of history and the
philosophy of the numbers, either or both is a legiti-
mate "Miller Number" custodian. I wouldn't go to
the actual trouble of sending either one a copy of
your zeen on a regular basis, but then there are a lot
of things I wouldn't do.

- Blecting custd.ians is an interesting idea, except
that there aren't likely to be candidates for every po-
sition. For example, the orphan service has enough
trouble trying to dig up volunteers to do the job, -

much less stir up enough interest to get *vo candt-
dates. You also have the question of what is a
"service" and what isn't. Is a pollster a "custodian"
up for election, or just a curious statistics freak? Are
the Z,een Register and Dip World "services" or just
zeens? And so on.

ffhere is also a history of people working like
quy to get a position or title, and then doing noth-
ing once they get ir The effort of being "elected"
burns them out, or they were just in it for the ego
gratification in the first place.

tI think I understand what Robert means when
he says that you shouldn't be blaclonailed by your
players, but a GM that is unresponsive to his players
will soon be withoutplayers. Use your diplomatic
skills, you seem to be doing fine so farll

(MICHAEL HOPCHOFT #2) Hello. Robert
Sacks is spreading this story that Fred Davis is
spreading death threats the way people spread pea-
nxt butter. Fred, of course, denies this; he thought
"fight to ttre death" was a metaphor. I haven't heard
from you on the matter, but Sacks is very upset at
me over this (he thinks I was "in" on the "plot" from
the beginning). I'm trying to calm him down so that
we can get back to arguing real-world political

t2
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theorry without hobby politics getting in the way. So
I'd like to see if you could explain to him what hap-
pened from my perspective from Day 1 of the whole
sad mess. I can't get him to listen to rne, berause as
I said he thinks I'm part of the plot. I also wanted
you to understand what was going on, because as is
obvious you have some stake in matters yourselves.

The exact dates escape me, but this all started for
me when my Gunboat game fiUed. I needed to get a
number, and so I wrote first to Julie Martin, because
I had read inHouse of Lords that she was the Miller
Number Custodian. She sent back a postcard re-
questing my player list,I sent one, and in a week I
had the first of my Miller Numbers: l987Vra.l
printed that number wittr the gamestart announce-
ment in NaTMGS #2.

That's when the whole mess blew up in my
face. Several of my players, whom I shall not name
for obvious reasons, were curious about whether I
was using the right number. But by far the most
vehement response came from Fred Davis, with
whom I trade for Bushwacker.Davis accused me of
being a Sacks ally, and warned me that I would be
making a fool of myself if I continued. There were
no direct threats, but he implied that his position in
the hobby was a powerful one, and that I would be
facing trouble in other aspects of my operations if I
would not desist. Specifically I feared that he would
use his influence to prevent me from getting a
Boardman number for my regular Diplomacy ga-
mestart which was announced the same issue. To
make the situation more frightening, I had sent two
requests to Steve Heinowski, the BNC, and re-
ceived no response, so I feared that exactly what I
feared was taking p1ace. (As it turned out, Heinow-
ski was having trouble with a change of address,
and had not received my requests.) Davis in turn de-
manded to know where I had gotten the number.

At first I was rather offended, but I decided to
telI him the truth: that I had received a number from
a person whom I believed, based on what I had seen
inHouse of Lords, was the legitimate MNC, and
that Robert Sacks (with whom I had just begun a
correspondence dealing mainly with political topics)
had had no influence whatever on my decision.

If the next letter I received from Davis was any
indication, he was furious, but not at me. He was
extremely upset that the report of the'oalternatrve"
custodianship had reachedHouse otlords, which is
used and respected by many novice publishers. This
was one week before ORIGINS. It was at thatpoint
I realized that Davis planned to confront Sacks and
the Martins at ORIGINS. Although I had this infor-
mation, I was unable to do anything about iq I tele-
phoned Simon Billenness and one other person on
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the east coast, but neither was attending the conven-
tion. The result was the unpleasant scene at the Hob-
by Meeting of which I have heard several conflicting
reports including the death threat story.

During this whole period I was in contact with
both Robert Sacks and with Fred Davis. Each at-
tempted to present their side of the case to me. I was
also in contact with Fred Hyatt, the MNC acknowl-
edged by most of the hobby, who gave me a number
which I printed in the next issue of my zeen.
(ncidentally, I did in fact get a Boardman Number
from Steve Heinowski.) In the end I found that Da-
vis hadpresented the more compelling case; howev-
er, I am still in contact with both sides of the issue.

That is the whole story. At no time was I in-
volved in a consptacy, with Davis, Sacks, or any-
one else. I have attempted to act according to my
best judgement of the interests of my publication and
my players, and i hold no malice towards any partic-
ipant in these events.

My intent in vriting this letter is to clear up any
doubts about my intentions or good faith in this af-
fair.

If nothing else, this emba:rassing story should
g{ighten other novice publishers. I do not play the
MegaDip game; I am not interested in power struc-
tures or feuds until they get in the way of my enjoy-
ing the hobby. This was such a case. I apologize for
any damage I may have caused in my ignorance.

I hope you decide to print my account of this
whole Miller-number fiasco. If nothing else it
should remind other novices what dangerous ground
they risk treading. It's enough to make one take up
PARANOIA; it's not just a game, it's a way of
life....

[Welcome to Megadip-if you don't seek it out,
it will still track you down, stalking until one day
you let down your guard. You seem to have fallen
victim at a younger age than most. Be careful to
memorize exact dates though, as well as zeen issue
and page numbers, and save all off+he-record letters
as if they were golden. For some obscure reason
such things are treasured in some corners, and are
occasionally used as secret passwords or trick hand-
shakes which will one day get you into the "fn Six."

[It's a rite of passage, these death threats. Until
you make one or receive one, you are nobody.I
really don't know how "serious" Fred was about it,
but I rarely have red-faced, screaming poets shout
metaphors at me. Robert was no more than six feet
from the action, mouth agape, so he can tell you
what happened as well as I. One of the few times
I've seen him speechless....

[I really dislike peanut butter.
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[S9me people take the whole deal of "hobby po-
sition" and suchlike a lot more seriously than I do. I
find Robert's case more compelling, but I've had the
chance to see Robert and Fred argue ttre point in per-
son, and Fred made some telling contradictions.
Again, no big deal. In the long run, it will make little
difference-the variant sub.hobby is comatose at the
least andnotvery likely to wake up.

[No, really, as a beginning Troubleshooter, you
have done well. The Computeris pleased with your
progress, and will reward you with more difficult
and dangerous tasks than getting a mere Mller num-
ber. Your next task is to take over the farce poll and
make it respectable. Trust The Computer. After all,
The Computer is your friend.l

(MALCOLM SMITH) Just what exactly is this
Covenant, and what has Robert Sacks to do with it?
I've heard so much of it, but nothing as to what it is
about. Can you help? Can I have one?

[I'm sure Robert would love to send you one, as
he is its keeper and protector (and author, as far as I
know). I don't ttrink it's any big deal, but it seems
to have built up quite areputation over the years.]

(ALAN STEWART) So Julie is the next MNC
under the "covenant"? I thought the idea of a split
based on a covenant was a neat idea when I first
heard about it - reminds me of old schisms in the
Scottish church. Just for the record, Praxis runs one
variant, but it is totally handled by guest GM Steve
Swigger; I amplaying in it. He will have to sorr out
any uncertainty about what Miller number to get,
and I will simply print whatever he sends me to
print. The "covenant" raises an interesting issue I
had been thinking of researching, to wit, the extent
of an official's power to bind his successors, but I
think that I will just stick the idea at the back of my
ideas file and mind my own business for a while.

[Why is Julie the MNC "undet''the covenant
when it won't keep her dry in a rainstorm? Certainly
seems to attract plenty of lightning, though.l

(ROBERT SACKS) Tarse Number Custodian:
Besides the prohibition on mandatory fees, what
other policies would the Z.{C follodenforce? Since
we can't get the BNC to register with a prohibition
against mandatory fees, the I{YGB mightbe inter-
ested in subsidizing this instead. Quinn, far from be-
ing opposed to mandatory fees, claimed they were
customary.
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I think there is a misunderstanding on some-
9ne,s paft here. It's been customary togive the
BNC a dollar for a number as longas I\e been
around, but none have ever insisted on a donation.
Sounds like the BNC side sees "prohibition of man-
&Jory fees" and ignores the word "mandatory,"
thinking that you propose a ban on all donati6ns.
You on the other hand seem too insistent on codify-
ing tradition into regulation. Why not relax and wiit
for a problem to develop before tackling it?l

(STEPHEN DORNEMAN) I'd like to take this
opportunity to corect a minor, but important, mis-
conception that appeared n HOL #Lz-rrLaurrly, Jeff
Zarse's assertion that he is the recognrzd,T,arse
Number Custodian (ZNC) and your acceptance of
Jeff s mistake.

You see, at the most recent meeting of the New
England Regional Diplomacy Senate (NERDS), it
was brought before the Executive Board that Zarse,
by issuing less than 1 AnC in all of 1986, had not
fulfiUed his obligations as Z.{C under ttre NERDS
Charter. Therefore, as empowered to by $ 3.85,
Paragraph 666 of the Charter, a vote was taken by
the Senate to remove (by force, if necessary)Zarie
as the ZNC. Due to inclement weather, Bnice Lin-
sey, Mark Matuschak, and Ernie Hakey of the Di-
plomacy Union of Massachusetts Publishers
(DUMP), as well as Jim Burgess of the Providence
Union of Boobs (PUB) were unable to attend, but
the NERDS Charter specificatly does rmlrequire any
number of members to be present, only ttrat a meet-
ing be held, to pass resolutions. (Zarse, of course,
as the subject of the motion was excluded from the
vote as per the by-laws.)

I followed proper Robert's Ru1es of Order in
electing the only memberpresent, myself, as the
new ZI.{C Under the Charter. All applications for
7-arse Numbers should be sent directly to me.

Thank you for allowing me this forum to correct
this potentially confu sing situation.

[You're welcome, Steve, glad to help. May I
have a ZN, please?l

Di pcon
(JOHN CARUSO) Somehow, Dick,I see your

point about not setting up a rotation for Worldcon
site selection in a Worldcon Charter. However,I
also see the need for just such regulation to ensure
that one portion of the world doesn't hog the World-
con all to itself year after year. I will tell you one
thing, if such a con is organized and established,
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lavilg it every other year will just about "guarantee"
that it will be monopolized by one or two areas of
the World-namely, the UK and the USA. And that
would be unfair to the rest of the dippy players in
the World.

Oh,I have no idea if Birminghamis the most de-
pryssing city (or one of the most) in England,
(mofg!!4o remember my days as a fighter pilot
during WWII while I was stationed theie, and to tell
you the truth, the buildings were all gutted and
looked pretty bombed out then, not to mention that
the people were very war-like and untrusting of
strangers), but I do take exception to Mark Berch
galling November a "dreary month." It is not dreary!
Leaves are very colorful reds, yellows, and browns,
the grass is manageably short, and the weather is
somewhat comfortable. Besides,I was born in No-
vember. How dare he insult all of the Scorpions of
the World by calling November "dreary." -

[Perhaps I'm depending too much on Worldcon
organizers' good sense not to just hog the tourna-
ment in one place. After all, if Britain or the US
votes to keep the con every year, it's not much of a
World con anymore, and will deservedly lose sup-
port.

[I'm sure no insult was intended by Mark
(except, perhaps, in your case where one would be
justified).

[Birmingham wasn't so bad compared to [.on-
don. We used to fly overlondon in our B17s on the
way to bomb U-boat bases, and it was the pits
(literally). I always Uked fall in England because all
the leaves turned orange. Made mefeel right at
home!l

(SIMON BILLENNESS) I think you're in a
minority in your suppoft for a British Dipcon bid.
From what I've read in British zeens, even a majori-
ty of Brits are wary about rying for Dipcon. The
opinion of myself and the Manorcon organizers is
that bidding for Dipcon would be unsuccessful and
would also cause a lot of transatlantic bad feeling.
As a result, the idea of a British bid for Dipcon has
been dropped and we intend to turn our attention to
establishing a "Dplomacy Worldcon."

The event is still in ttre initial planning stages,
brrt details are beginning to firm up. Manorcon/
piplomacy Worldcon will ake place in July 1988,
thgugh the exact date and the venue is, as yet, uncer-
tain. The organizers would like to move the con out
of Birmingham; Brighton, Oxford, Cambridge, and
even l,ondon have been suggested as alternatives.
Richard Walkerdine seems to prefer a more
"historic" site (like Oxford or Cambridge) and a
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university location, which will help to keep the ac-
commodation costs low.

I'm going to be the contact for the event in North
America. I'm hoping to have a fixed date and venue
by OctoberA.{ovember so ttrat I can publicize the
event well in advance. I'm also going to look into
the possibility of air-fare pooling and discounts, to
see 1f any money can be saved that way.

- I disagree with John [Caruso] about holding Di-
plomacy Worldcon every year. If.a Worldcon was
held every year, I suspect less people would bother
to attend a Worldcon abroad if they knew they could
go to one in their own country a year after. One of
the main ideas behind holding a Diplomacy World-
con isto persuade a few people to make the trip
abroad. A two-year gap between Worldcons, I-feel,
will contribute to the special nature of the con as
well as giving hobby people plenty of time to plan
and save in advance.

While Britain and North America is hardly the
world in the global sense, it is the world wheh you
consider postal Diplomacy. Only in Britain and-
North America is there a strong tradition of postal
Diplomacy conventions. There was a Eurocon in
Holland last year, but it wasn't a proper residential
convention since all the out-of-town people stayed at
the homes of the locals. I haven't even heard oi, a
convention in Australia yet, though I suspect they
are a few years behind the Continental European-s in
tenns of numbers and organization. I'd love to see
Diplomacy Worldcon expand to include Continental
Europe and Australia, but there needs to be enough
convention infrastructure first.

I'm in favor of drawing up a "Diplomacy World-
con Charter" similar in scope to the'Dipcon Char-
ter." Hopefully we can thrash out mostbf the basics
of this rnGlobetrotter.The main issues in contention
so far are whether the con should be held every year
q eve.ry two years, and where it should be he1d. My
view is that it should be biannual and held in Britaii
and North America until other areas are ready to
franchise in. What do you think?

[I ttrink it should be held in Britain first, and
then move on to morc exotic locales. Use the World-
cnnto promore Dipdom, instead of the other way
goryd. If only thirry people show up, no big ddal.
That's the otherreason I'd like to see it everyyear-
you can afford to take more chances that way. Once
every twg years and each one has to be good and go
to the "highest bidder."

tln fact, I'd think the Brits would be eager to see
the con in Europe to grve them an excuse for an ad-
venture. tlaving it in England might be more con-
venient, but not nearly as much fun.
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[What's wrong with staying in houses, as long
as there's room for everybody? Given the choice be-
tween staying in a dorm or someone's house I'd
pick the house every time (particularly in a foreign
country).1

(PETER SU LLIVAN) A'TVorldcon charter"?
Simon has obviously been involved in the US hob-
by for too long! Firit off, I think that it is important
for a Worldcon to avoid the wranglings over the
charter which seem to affect Dipcon. More impor-
tantly, the charter would have no legal foundation; if
it is drawn up under American law, it wouldn't be
binding when Worldcon was in Britain, and vice
versa. Although I doubt it would ever get that far,
the courts have no international jurisdiction. Why set
up unenforceable rules?

Just have, say, one Worldcon custodian from
each participating nation who collectively decide on
the rotation, b,ringing in new custodians for other
countries. (This would allow us to extend the cur-
rently necessary but limited USAAJS/Europe rota-
tion, as other areas become capable of supporting
the event.)

I think it would be betterto have Worldcon eve-
ry other yearrather than annually. Some people will
want to get to every Worldcon, and having them
each year might prove too much of a financial drag
on them. And, as you said about Dipcon, Dick,
missing it out for a yeir may help keep up interest in
1t.

Can I ask Mark Berch what's wrong with Birm-
ingham? Has he ever been there? At least it's not
such a tourist trap as, say, Brighton.

['m not so sure ttrat the Dipcon charter is a
"legal" documentperse, though it is generally con-
sidered as "the law" of Dipcon. I think a set of
guidelines and maybe a statement of purpose should
be plenty sufficient for Worldcon-the less bureau-
cracy the better.

[How would we even know if someplace like
Australia or Japan would be "capable" of supporting
aWorldcon? For all we knowo lapan might have
10,000 postal Dippers and we just don't hear about
them. There might also be several parallel postal Dip
hobbies in the USAII(/Europe that we don't know
about, though I admit they probably aren't that
large.l

(STEVE EMMERT) Put me in column B with
those who won't go to England for a con, as I'd be
too busy soaking up allthe history. (Personally,I'm
waiting for someone to host GenghisCon.I'll go to
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that, even if it's in some faraway place such as, say,
Aruba.) On the whole, Dip players simply do not
have the wherewithal to go jetting around all the time
just to play the game. Unless the cost of air travel
plummets (maybe that's a bad choice of words), the
only consistent methd of intercontinental gaming is
and will be postal. I'd like to believe otherwise, but
I don't. Alas that a postal tournament is unworkable.
It is, isn't it?

[The last one didn't work outvery well, for a
variety of reasons. Maybe the next one will fare bet-
ter, having learned from prior mistakes.

[GenghisCon at my house next summer. See
you there?l

(MALCOLM SMITH) For my money, Dipcon
ought to remain in the USA. But there is no reason
why there shouldn't be a Worldcon circulating
around various countries who show sufficient inter-
est. The'bbvious three" centres of the Hobby are
the US (why can't a Worldcon go there?), the UK,
and in Europe.

Europe. That's one hell of a place. For a start, I
would like to see Worldcon visit Scandinavia as this
place is huge (forexample, the distance from Oslo-
Tromso is the same as Oslo-Rome, and Troms0 is
nowhere near the top). There's hundreds of gamers
here in Norway and Sweden, as I'm slowly discov-
ering, and I hope that we can get Worldcon to come
here.

I also gather ttrat Australia has a large-ish hobby,
so perhaps it can go there one yeil. If Worldcon
does the huge trip of US, UK, Europe, Scandina-
via, Australia (not to mention others-why not a
few stops in Europe?), then at least it would help in
uniting all our Hobbies. But Dipcon is America and
ought to stay there. It was suggested to me at Dip-
con last year that I ought to bid for Oslo in '87, but
it was a daft idea. It's like putting Midcon in San
Diego.

Besides, if any Americans or Canadians want to
play in a tournament abnoad, then they can do what I
did for ttre past two years: save up, hop on a plane,
and play in whatever convention is going on in your
host's country.

[Midcon in San Diego, hmm?...don't letLarry
hear thoughts like thatll

(LARRY PEERY) Personally, I think the Brits
should host a Worldcon, and I also hope the Austra-
lians get into it. I hope somebody, someday, will
make a serious attempt to contact someone in the
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South American hobby so we can link up with the
players in Argentina. Anybody out there fluent in
Spanish? Hummm, the President of Argentina is go-
ing to be here in San Diego in a couple of weeks.
Maybe...Nah, I don't have a tux that fits anymore.

I think anyone who can put on a good con and
do it consistently will find the world beating a path
to their door, be it in Fredericksburg, San Diego, or
Tasmania. And don't bother about what you call it.

(HOBERT SACKS) I suppose if you must
hold a Wor1d Dipcon, you will, but there are a
couple of flaws with the proposal as Billenness out-
lined: (1) when North Americais eligible, othercon-
ventions besides Dipcon should be eligible. (2) ttre
original charter has been deliberately misinterpreted,
and in some cases "edited," to allow the administra-
tive committee a strangle-hold on the organization to
the exclusion of bidders who are not interested in
dealing with a high-handed administrative commit-
tee.

(BRUCE LINSEY) In retrospect,I think I was
wrong to support the idea of holding Dipcon in Brit-
ain. The Worldcon idea seems much better to me
now, with Dipcon keeping its status as the main
North American event. So consider my stance re-
versed on this matter.

(ALAN STEWART) I think there is about a
33Vo chance of a Toronto bid for Dipcon in the next
three years. We have more than enough raw talent to
organize both the bid and the con. What we need is
one or two young bloods to show an active and in-
tense interest in getting it. I wouldn't organize such
a bid myself because of the danger of my burning
out before the time the con was held. It would be
kind of amusing though-people show up for a
well-advertised con and find nothing-the place
where it is supposed to be held has never heard of it,
phone calls to the supposed organizers are simply
unanswered, etc.

Rotating "Worldcons" are the best solution to the
question.

[That's what I like about you, Alan, you're not
above contemplating some good destructive fun!

[Go ahead and organize a Dipcon bid. If the
Madlads can nrn one, surely you level-headed Cana-
dians can pull it off. And the likelihood of your
burning out before the con comes off is no greater
than for anybody else. Is it?l

(MELINDA HOLLEY) Personally, I don't care
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one way or the other about holding Dipcon some-
where else than North America. (Has it ever been
held in Canada?) I can see that it would be nice for
Drpcon to have an international flavor, but it would
be very difficult to organize it. From what I've
hrard, Dipcon is somewhat difficult to onganize.
C.an you imagine adding international problems?
Lan guage, crurency, passports, transportation, etc.

[I have enough trouble getting to work in the
morning. I try not to contemplate other logistical
problems, thank you.]

(RUSS RUSNAK) I am rather surprised that I
never heard anything about Marycon this year.I fig-
ured I would be on the mailing list because of last
year. I had really hoped to go. I was planning on
driving my mother to Baltimore to visit her brother
and then going the rest of the way if possible. If
something does get screwed up regarding Marycon,
is there any chance you will make a last-minute bid
for Madison? You can witness the return of Bill
Becker. Even in his has-been state, he is still worth
more than the whole of the ECC.

I'm surprised to see Sacks still whining about
Dipcon in Madison. After all, it's been over a year
since that was settled. Besides, he is the one that
didn't make ailangements for someone to present
the bid. If his presentation or what he would have
plt on would be bener than Madison, plenty of peo-
ple will judge, but nobody will ever be sure. Thb
importantthing is thatpeople who travel to Madison
will remember it as an enjoyable weekend. I defi-
nitely wish those that are putting the thing together
all the best. This is the first time I have ever really
felt like an outsiderwittr that crowd.

[As you know by now, Marycon didn't happen
this year because the organizers "forgot." [ook for it
to be back again next year. After all, most of the
gang is still interested in Dip-I think they just
wanted a sunmer off for a change. How was Madi-
son? What little I've heard has been favorable.l

Dipiox
(JOHN CARUSO) I noticed that the NYGB is

committed to funding six services (which it falsely
claims are hobbywide services), four of which are
run by Robert Sacks in direct competition with Dip-
dom's services. The other two are the BNC, which
the NYGB no longer will support unless the BNC
signs a "deal" to give away his independent status,
andMOD, which already charges a"fee" and
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therefore is in violation of NYGB Directive trb
2U.94, as Dick Martin correctly pointed out, and no
doubt will soon be deleted from the funding ranks.
Why do I even bother to bring this up? Simply to
point out ttrat the only "services" the NYGB funds
are those directly controlled by Robert Sacks.

[I have the impression that's due to a lack of
suitable volunteers as much as anything.I seem to
recall the orphan service getting some NYGB funds,
too, and there may be more in the near future. Stay
tuned.

[Robert has frequently claimed that his only con-
dition to receive funding is prohibitionof mandatory
fees. Giving away independent status is billed as
"negotiable.']

(ROBERT SACKS) I am amazed thatBillenness
would so misrepresent the situation. The separate
funding for KGO'ZD was enacted at his insistence
when we were negotiating for him to take it over,
negotiations which he severed when he couldn't im-
pose his will on an independent democratic body.
As he knew from my letter to him of 25 February, I
am not the next MNC, and 10 Miller Numbers were
assigned,5 of which are used, and? more acknowl-
edged by the GM. He seems to be under the mistak-
en impression that I am allocating the funds, yet I in-
formed him that it was a group decision; indeed, he
should have copies of the proposal which was circu-
lated at his insistence and adopted to give the present
distribution. If my memory is correct, the old distri-
bution excluded KGO'ZD, and only fwdedMoD rf
the BNC didn't register. I do not draw funds for my
projects in excess of expenses, which was also in
the letter. Scott Hanson is discussing taking over as
Director of Orphan Games.

[Unfornrnately, not much of this makes sense to
me. Why should the BNC registering have anything
to do with MOD, for instance?

[One reason the NYGB "democratic body''is
viewed with skepticism is that you are the only vist-
ble member of it.l

(ALAN STEWART) Do you want me to keep on
plugging this idea? The topic doesn'tprovoke much
of a discussion, strictly speaking, srnce 99Vo of the
hobby is against it, but we do get to see who can ex-
press their opposition most colorfully.

I wouldn't advocate making Diptax mandatory in
the sense that you wouldn't get a BN if you didn't
remit it. It should evolve into something that every-
body simply "d@s" automatically, with no sanctions
involved except peer pressure, ideally pressure only
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of a positive kind, i.e., encouragmg others to paftic-
ipate rather than slamming those who do not.

l nsyslrcalized before that we are living in the
midst of a hobby renaissance marked by a shift of
public attention to those topics Simon is most inter-
esting n. Mirabile dictu!I guess thatmakes Simon
the hobby's true Renaissance Man.

I was delighted to see that MOD is being laser
printed in the futurrthat's what you implied,I be-
lieve. Printing quality was the only serious defect of
the first edition.

Ves, MOD is laser printed- Not perfect though,
as Woody managed to mix up a couple of the pages.
Still...avery nice effort" (As usual, when hobby in-
eptness rears its ugly head, Woody is first to take
the blame.)

[As you can see from the Announcements, Sim-
on not only is our Renaissance Man, he's the whole
Renaissance! Really, things have been going very
well lately and if Simon would like to take credit
that's fine with me. But if he thinks I'm going to
startreferring to Dipdom as Billennessdom then
he's got another thing coming....l

(MALCOLM SMITH) I still haven't found the
system with which I'm happy. The major problem is
that in my job there is every chance that I'11 get
shoved abroad for a length of some period. For ex-
ample, I was whisked off to Belgium at the start of
the year for two months, and if I didn't put my foot
down I'd be there still.

Even though I've a bloody good computer sys-
tem, it becomes a Iittle difficult to whisk the thing
(daisy wheel printer, dot matrix printer, disk drives,
keyboard, etc) about with me, so I travel with a trus-
ty pofiable and a pile of index cards. I've had a few
problems with my machine in the past. I know that
if my machine dies again,I can always publish with
the typewriter and the pile of 3x5 cards.

I save everything that comes in and then sort it
outinto the following: personal leffers (from
friends), financial letters, and then a1l the BR letters
get sorted out according to whether they go into the
"general file," game order fi1e, or whatever.

I save every magazine I get--after nine years of
being in the Hobby,I'm glad I've cut my trades
down-I've no space left!

[We have a big enough basement to fit a few
more boxes of zeens yet, though we rarely do much
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letter sorting anymore.
[And I like to live dangerously: if the computer

ever goes you may never hear from me again!]

(WALLACE NICOLL) Filing? Huh, what's
that...each issue of PoIT gets its own folder for let-
ters, articles, zeen originals, reductions, etc. After a
yeq I ditch the letters. Artwork is spreading out of
its folder across the floor and up over the irVout
trays. The "next issue" prepared pages file lies near-
by. The subber/address list is on disc and in a loose
leaf binder. My games live in another loose leaf
binder in plastic wallets. Games I'm in get a folder
each for rnaps, letters, etc. When the game ends
most of that goes. I don't keep extensive files on
otherplayers, etc. The zeens all have their own li-
brary periodical cases-home-made from cutdown
brealdast cereal packs!

twith a system like that you want us to think
you're {lgorganized? I save the master copies for the
zeen, back issues until they run out, and orders, etc
jumbled in a box. I am far toolazy to sort out all the
junk letters no matter how long they've been siuing
around.l

(PETE GAUGHAN) I keep everything that's
current, except warehouse zeens like Graustark.
When I stop getting azeen,I weigh it
(metaphorically) against the majority of the hobby.
The biggest deciding factor is: do I talk about this
zeenlditorlgame to other Dip players? Using this, I
have saved : Diplomacy by Moonlight, N orth S e alth
West George (in fact, these two I still get out, and
reread, and show off to Cathy and Tom!), KKIW,
EE, Dip Digest, Electric Penguin,Inner Light,30
Mile s, S nafu, and Xe no go gic.

[You toss oatGrutstark as a"wa.rehouse" ze,en?
Gee,I think it's got some of the best writing go-
ing-but I like stuff like The Reign of Seniliothe
Great. I still keep my Inner Lightfolder in ttre active
bunch upstairs, even though it's been gone for a
couple yea$. Short live{ but one of my all-time
faves.l

(STEVE LANGLEY) There is a difference in
mentality between those who enjoy archivism and
those who don't. A serious lack, no doubt, in my
9ase. I find I buy more books than I read, and barely
have time to squeeze in reading those zeens that I
get. I rarely reread a book (a pleasure for those who
do,I know) and have no desire to everreread a dip-
zeen.I sort of stack the incoming on a shelf of my
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bedside bookcase and try to read whatever is on top
before it's buried by later a:rivals. When the sheH 

-

fills (marked by my inability to cram more in or fre-
quent overflow onto the floor),I transfer the con-
E_nts t9 apaper bag and drop it in the dumpster.
There is little order in my Iife except ttrat which I im-
pose on it, and, as many have said of me, I'm not a
very imposing kind of guy.

_ [-end up rereading zeens during my occasional
fits of rearranging, and some stand up ieally well.
Vierring some of them with hindsigntt is quite often
enlightening or unintentionally hilarious.l

(ALAN STEWART) MV filing system for zeens
has continued to evolve. First I only had one big
box. Then I went out and bought ten or so brown
cardboard containers of the kind that house periodi-
cals in public libraries. Then I dumped the box onto
the floor and began to file the zeeni in the cartons.
Then I found out I hadn't bought enough cartons of
ttre right size. I sorted about one-third of the zeens
into the cartons. Then I discovered I didn't have any
cgnvenient place to store the cartons. Then I got
tired of sorting and went on to something else. A
few weeks later I decided to put the unsorted mess
back into the box to get it off the floor. Then I surt-
ed a new box, in the living room, for zeens I want
to refer to (to answer, or whatever) in the near fu-
ture. Now I have zeens everywhere and still can't
find anything.

[You have achieved the ultimate filing system:
total immersion.l

(STEVE EMMERT) I was interested to read
Dorneman's relating of the story of his FRP subbers
who had never heard of postal Dip. Until reading his
letter, I had never heard of postal FRP games, and
even now can't imagine how the deuce it would
work. (Magic Realm aside, of course, Dick.)

[Of course! Magic Realm works just fine, by the
way.

[Postal FRP takes a lot of work and imagination
to do well. And it's ceftainly notpossible to do
"standard" things like dungeon ailventures with a
Sgyp of players. lhe role playing far outweighs the
rollplayng, and many players just don't adjuit.l

(STEPHEN DORNEMAN) You call unsolicit-
ed samples "ineffective" forpicking up new
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subscribers, with a response rate of something
"under 20Vo." Simon Billenness distributed about
2,000 flyers to get 200 responses for20 Years On
(l0%o) and calls flyer distributions "not as produc-
tive" as other means of advertisement. Based on my
real world work in Direct Mail and Newspaper In-
sert advertising,I'd say you've struck a gold mine!
Rule-of-thumb for totally unsolicited ('Junk") mail-
ings is that 1/10th of l7o (1 response out of 1000) is
typical. If you have a preferred mailing list (previous
customers of your business, like Bruce Linsey's
mailing of the Dip flyer to game store customers),
you shouldn't expect better than a 17o response. (I'U
be he gets about 20 responses.) Even "specialized"
mailing lists, like sending free copies of Yochting
magazine to members of a yacht club, don't expect
better than a 107o response, as Simon obtained. So
keep sending out those samples-your product ob-
viously sells itself.

My initial mailing, by the way, was 150 copies
of Penguin Dip lt0, a flyer announcing ttre upcoming
publishing of the zeen.Ireceived about 20 respons-
es. I had 100 issues of #s 1, 2, and 3 printed up,
sending the extras out as samples, and my subber
list rose to 40, then 50, now up to about 60 as I'm
preparing for #4. The only advertising I've used so
far are the samples, and unsolicited plugs in other
zeens @afticulady Politesse and Caihy's Ramblings)
brought in a few more subbers. I see a leveling off
in the number of Dipdom subscribers, but I hope to
continue to grow by adding other non-Dip ganiers
and non-gaming SF fans to the mailing list. I'11
probably print 200 copies of PD #5 and give a 1ot
away at Origins. And raise my sub rates at the same
time. (Even if Bill Salvatore does think I'm a Nice
Bov.)

[The figures I saw said that anything better than
one half prcentresponse to an initial mailing of a
typical non-Dip newsletter is considered wonderful.
Unfornrnately, our mass mailings are prohibitively
expensive. How much of a response did you get
from Origins? One or two z@ns evidently recruited
tairly well.l

(MICHAEL HOPCROFD I don't want 300
subbers for myself (think of all ttrat addressing and
stapling! AARGH!); I'll just be happy if I get
enough to run all my games. But I'm undetermined
about whether it's better to push new people to sub-
scribe or whether you should wait for them to come
to you. You might be waiting a long time. But it you
push, they might resent it and not come in at all. It's
hard to say whether any of my efforts at promotion
have been particularly effective. I'm at the stage
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right now where I'm trading with people and have a
few paid subscribers to keep me going until next is-
sue.

Before I was a publisher, I always checked eve-
ry issue of the Zeen Regis/er without fail every
month. (I was printing a DOCTOR WHO fanzeen at
the time-and still arn) If I saw a zeen whose con-
cept intrigued me, I would write to them. And, of
course, I'd figure it out and it would come in over a
reasonable sub load for a welfare budget. The only
zeen I remember whose ad actually led to a sale was
Greg Ellis' Feuilletonist's Forurn. (Or however
that's spelled; I am, above all e1se, a lousy typist.)
But the Registeris still a valuable tool if you can get
the right hook; it's basically a question of presenting
something appealing enough that people will want to
send for a sample. (In my case, just starting out with
no firm footing or set audience, that hook had better
be pretty darn good!)

Unsolicited samples have been, in my case,
probably a waste of time; I worry about my zeens
going to good homes; so far I've atffacted polite in-
terest, but little support. I have one guy who told me
he would pay, but he can't-that's when I decided
on sub credit for articles. I'm not in this to make
money. If I cared about money, I'd find another
fiela, me garden care.I'd like to have enough paid
subscribers to meet my immediate costs, but I know
that there's only so much recruiting I can do direct-
ly, and that soon they'll have to start coming to mo.
I'm still waiting for my first letter saying, 'oPlease,
oh please, send me a sample!" I think I'11 frame it on
my wall....

f? f? f? I'm tying, Robert, but it isn't going so
hor My equipment is primitive in some aspects, in
others, merely obsolete.

[Gee, your equipment seemed to do just fine....
[My personal opinion is that you shouldn't wor-

ry too much about getting lots of new subbers right
off. Rather, take your time and grow to a level you
feel comfortable with. Even fifty subbers is a lot if
you have any sort of communication with themout-
side the zeen. Don't worry, keep putting out a good
zeen and you'll find an audience. If you do look for
more subbers, why not check out unusual places
and find new people? Trades are a good idea, and
uniting for/to the zeens you tade with is a cheap
way to let people know you exist.

[You mean my "Pretty yellow covers" adin the
ZRdtdn't make you want to rush out and get a sam-
pleRetall

(MALCOLM SMITH) This is tough-I've had
apile of pnoblems with UK editors in the past
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who've done nothing better than to cast aspersions
upon myself and my magazine. The netresult is that
I haven't been able to get many new subbers. Any-
how,I've got about 65 subscribers from all over-the
globe. The only problem is when I move overseas
(I'm calling Norway home) for company business
and I have to pack up my tSpewriter and 3x5 index
cards. Hand-writing 65 (at present) printer labels
isn't any fun, although my machine does it for me
now. If I get to my old record of 218 subscribers
again, I'11be in trouble.

Anyhow, I'm finding it pretty hard to get new
subscribers in the UK, despite the fact that my mag-
azine is the most negular magazine I see. But, after
living in Norway for a year, I'm starting to gather a
base of Norwegian subscribers-all new blood for
the Hobby.

But, how does one find new subscribers? I ha-
ven't a clue, but I'd like some more, that's for cer-
tain.

[The best thing for you to do may be to look in
unusual places, and living in Norway and Belgium
that sholld be no problem. That seems to be the way
you're headedright now, and that seems to be a
good idea-I find the new blood a lot more vigorous
and interesting than the old blood, anyway.l

(WALLACE NICOLL) As for new subbers, the
most effective way we've found is the direct mail-
ing. As an alternative, we had a number of enquiries
after a review in one of the pro FRP magazinei
which carried a postal games column. We're also
considering advertising through one of the pro PBM
companies-for a lot of space nPoW nreturn.

We placed flyers in gameshops locally, but
found they got used for scribbling on, mainly be-
cause they weren't prominently enough displayed.
Must get round to doing something similar for PoW
and placing it in the local game shop notice-board.
I'11let you know how that works if I do it.

With the UK hobby so much biased towards
University educated, the Uni games and wargames
clubs are an ideal source for new blood.

[,et me know how the pro advertisement works
oul From what I understand there seems to be a
vast,largely untapped, supply of players out there
plafng in the professional games.l

(LARRY PEERY) As for Finding New Sub.
bers: There is a lot that can be done, both inexpen-
sively and expensively. The question is: what do
you do with them when you find them?
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Well,I hate to be a spoilsport since everyone
else is talking about what we-should and sh6uldn't
do, but I've found a little work will go a long way.
The US Naval Institute publishes a fine zeen calliirg
Proceedings which has a 100,000+ circulation, in--
cluding lbout 85,000 military officers. Last year
when I did the Naval Strategy theme issue,I sent
them a copy because I had lifted the theme from their
zeen. They thanked me. Then I got a letter asking if
we had anyone who wanted to do a crossword 

-

pazzle based on that naval quiz we ran. They would
pay $250 or so for the puzzle and run it witli a credit
to DW. Then I got arequest for a copy of Diploma-
cy from their book editor who wants to review it in
their zeen. That went off to Tom Shaw at Avalon
Hill. I sent the crossword request to Scott Marley
who is now crossword puzzlb editor for Garnes with
a request he do the puzzle, and send a copy of DW
off to their editor for review. I'm also suggesting to
Rex Martin that he approach Tom Shaw with tht
idea of sending a few copies of The General aad a
few A-H games to the officers wardrooms of the
major VS warships (carriers, etc) and perhaps some
of the Navy hospitals. Anyone will tell you ihat war-
games are popular on these ships, and that that is
what a lot of sailors spend their time doing. If A-H
made up 50 or L00 such packages and seni them
out, I'm sure they'd get a good response and a lot of
free publicity from things like the Pro ceedings, etc.
So, because a nail was found, we may end up with a
lotof publicity.It just takes some imagination ana
follow up, and not a lot of talking. You have to
grasp the opportunity when it arises. And no, I'm
not slighting enlisted men, either, but they'll buy
what they want.

Note that I asked everyone who gets Dl7 to send
me a copy of the names, addresses, and phone num-
bers of the game/toy stores in their local yellow pag-
es. I'11 probably get few responses, but it is a start
Eventually,I'd like to compile a list of all the toy
and game stores in the major US/Canadian metro ar-
eas. Most major cities have a library or phone com-
pany office that has all the yellow pages for most cit-
ies. The question is, is anyone wilfing to take the
time to do thatkind of nitty-gntty work? No, proba-
bly not. They want to do something glamorous and
put their name all over it. We could do wonders with
such a list, but again, it takes work. Anyway, please
encourage yourreaders to help me out in this depart-
ment. When I get the list I intend to put it in the 

-

BBB.
I just did a rough estimate of all the new names

I've gotten about Diplomacy from all the sources
available to me. It runs over 700 names. Good grief.
And that's since New Year's.
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[We11, when I find new blood the first thing I do
! get them in a game, vniting and participating.
From there it's up to ttrem.

[You know, I think San Diego is a major city
that would have a library orphone company of{ice
that has all the yellow pages for most cities. If you'd
like those addresses....l

(ROBERT SACKS) I am gettingrequests for
KGO, presumably from the flyerPeel prepared for
me that I placed in the principal NYC game store. I
wish Peel would addKGO to all the flyers, not just
mine. (Tonight I even got a phone call based on-the
flyer.) The entire point about the flyer is to connect
novices to the novice zeens (and other sources of
info)--no novice zeen, no flyer.

[Glad the flyer seems to be working for some-
body.l

(BRUCE LINSEY) That 2000-copy mailing
that Ken Peel described still, as of late April, hasn't
gone out. The game store in Pittsfield is still in the
process of becoming established, and will be at-
tempting to go with monthly mailings once they are.
I have asked them to put Simon, Ken, and me on
their mailing list, so Ken will know it whenever his
flyer hits the mails enmasse.

Still not a single response to &e flyer on the
store's bulletin board, though I haven'tvisited there
in a while and don't know whether it's still there.

(PETE GAUGHAN) Reporton samples:53 un-
solicited samples to novices: no response. 21 sam-
ples to people who've played or published for at
least 18 months: 7 new subscribers. And every one
ofthose 7 subbed because they signed up for a
game. I did actually get a response from a novice,
but only because we're both in a gamestart togeth-
er-he said he didn't respond because Pere is too
expensive.

The Peel postal flyer has been in three stores for
six weeks now: no response.

(ALAN STEWART) If Ken sends me a copy of
the flyer I will go, in person, to the two Toronto
games stores and ask them to display it. One may be
a problem as it doesn't have much available counter
s_pace or a bulletin boad. The other one should go
OK, I think. One of the stores sells the Avalon Flill
version of Dip, which I don't think is supposed to
be on sale in Canada- Should I turn themin?

John Caruso mentions that I've gotten MOD,s
chronology wrong. Does he mean that I said that
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MOD was a reaction to Supernouc, while it wasn't
done until much later? My understanding was that
MOD was published out of dissatisfaction with Sz-
pernovg and/or its publisher. How could I have got-
ten such an absurd idea? Just shows how isolated
from the mainstream we Canadians are.

The Canadian Diplomathas nxmy more than six
game! and openings on a regular basis, and Sleep-
less Knighls did both for a long while, although-
Dave Carter has temporarily halted new openings.

I don't and didn't wish to lay any claim to
"inventing" the game store idea. I'm sure lots of
pgopfe have thought of it-some other Toronto peo-
ple also "thought" of it independently to promota our
local FTF group-but credit goes, of course, not to
those who *thought" of ig but to those who actually
did something about ir

(RUSS RUSNAK) All of the methods that
were advanced about f-rnding new subbers seemed
as though they could be effective in finding new
members. I can't understand why people *ould
argue which is best. They should just be used as the
situation arises.

[Yes, though some methods seem to be more ef-
fective than others.l

(ANDY LISCHETT) Bob Olsen is right that it
is wrong for GMs to announce who has submitted
orders for an upcoming season, but he is wrong that
it is picky. I want my opponents as much in the dark
as possible.

Telling the players individually that you do or
don't have orders from them is probably a good
idea, possibly saving them eacli22 cents and saving
a wee bit of wear-and-tear on those cute little Jeeps-
the Post Office uses.

I don't like the WAP rule, not because it is or
isn't irregular, but because it will protect and pro-
long sloppy playing. Games will slow down and
players will lose interest.

Generally, players who NMR frequently put a
minimum of effort into vriting orderyand negotiat-
ing and WAP will help them last longer so tliat their
lack of interest can infect other players. Even if a
standby takes over, the minimum effort usually con-
tinues because (1) that is what most standbies do,
and (2) NMRers usually NMR outafter running the
cgun!ry into the ground (regardless of how long it
takes, but setting a maximum number of NMRi
could offset ttris).
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Anyway, why should a GM want this rule? I,d
much rather see uncared-for centers go to players in-
terested in using them.

- U_f ry-4P is going to "protect andprolong sloppy
playrng," doesn't allowing an NMR unit to rlrea:t ii
dislodged do the same thing? If a player's going to
drop out, ttrey tqndp do it no matter-how well-they
g_e.{oing,or at the first sign of adversity. Since
ryAP still permits thg quick replacemerit of dropping
playgrs, how does this lead to a slower game or one
that is less interesting? It seems somewhat far-
fetched to imagine that a player will send in orders
gfery other turn and do well enough to survive,
WAP or not.

ffio's t9 say that the poor standby player
wouldn't be interested in those centers? Ha.iing a
little better position might inspire more interest-from
tle standby, too. ry seems harsh to say that standby
ptayels put little effort into the game while making
sure they don't have much to work with.l

(PETER SULLIVAN) Hey, we've been giving
numbers to face-to-face games for years. The last
BNC, Pete Calcraft, invented "Jackdaw numbers,"
ylrich were given to ftf games (mainly those of the
Birmingham University Diplomacy S6ciety),
"irregular"postal games, and postil Diplomacy vari-
ations like Fleet Rome. As far as I know, the jack-
daw file is currently in limbo after the crash of the
stats service and the rescuing of the BNs by Richard
Walkerdine. We also keep records of tournament
games.

As for my standby policy, I don't hold the game
o-ver every time someone NMRls-just when they
drop out. It's one of the drawbacks of tne Americ-an
system $at,an NMR! does so often lead to a drop-
out-why should the player of record bother with all
the hard work of recovering from an NMR! when
thg-ry'r a standby_already appointed and presumably
willing to st€p in? Under my system, the new play6r
is not standing by in case of another NMR!, hE's-
gking-ovel af_ter ttre previous player has definitely
been chucked. As such, they are "stand-in" rathei
than "stand-b.y" players. So far, the regular game
I'm running is,up to 1907, and I've htd threa player
changes. One dropped out, one resigned withbrders
so there was no delayr and one left such a small po-
sition behind that I didn't bother with a stand-in 

-

(f9{.I know I- should've). Compare this to a typi-
cal US game when there would have been atleast
three delays so that the players could play winter
separately.
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(ROBERT SACKS) My policy is not
"gggnymo-us standby"-I do not name standbys at
all, I call for volunteers to submit orders. If thi,
player mis-ses his moves, the first eligible person to
submit orders has the position. Technically the
standby-doesn't exist until he becomes the player of
lecord, but I suppose I would forward letters,-
but...if the player of record submits his orders, am I
supposed to send the letter to him or not?

[It would seem reasonable that you forward to
the standby only unless the player specifies that you
fo"yq4 to the player of record-. I suppose you
couldn't say ryhgre the letter was senf eithdr, if you
want to be technical about it.l

(BRUCE LINSEY) In response to Bob Olsen,s
questionabout the GM who announces during a
separated yjnter season which players have spring
orders on file, I agree that this ii qirestionable at 6st
and wouldn't do it myself. However, it's legit if an-
nounced beforehand in the houserules and players
sign_gp knowing that the GM is going to O6 it.

I've got another poser for you. John Boardman
uses a procedure rnGraustark that I really think con-
stitutes interference. What John will do il type up an
adjudication before the deadline, and then ii-er
change of orders comes in, he'll note it elsewhere in
the issue. Thus, if Italy was about to stab France,
but changed his mind, there's a chance France will
know this, thanks to the GM. My personal belief is
that this is wrong. Irealize, however, that if John,s
playersdon't object, then he has the right to do
things this way. But I wouldn't play under such a
procedure. Anyone else have an opinion on this?

. I havg noproblem with it, and have been play-
Tg +gre for-nine years. Players realize 1or oulhtio;
that it's tough enough to send out the adjudicaiions 

.

for a game on deadline day, much less sixteen of
them (on mimoo, to boo$. We make allowances.

[But what if the BNC decides he agrees with
you, and that this is interference, and all of Board-
man's games will be irregular? Should the BNC
have-the power to suddenly decide that a long-
standing practice (in this case perhaps predatlng the
B\iCl is "improper" merely b6caus6 somebodf fi-
nally complains about it?

[My understanding is that you won't play under
any procedure, so why bring that up?l

(STEVE LANGLEY) Someone mentioned
starting a discussion of the Mark Berch Auto-pilot
rule. Personally, I feel that it creates a whole lot of
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extra work for the GM, but any GM who doesn't
mind digging through the previous couple of sea-
sons to deterrrine which units hold and which move
should be allowed to do so. I see no real reason for
ruling such games irregular, although the whole
thing strikes me as verging on being a variant. The
rule certainly leaves more room for GM error than a
simple "all units hold," but again, it's up to the GM
to decide whether he wants to take the chance of
making amistake.

[I don't see it making for a whole lot of exta
work, or suddenly cause errors to spring up. No,I
shouldn't say that-most of my errors have been
when players ordered units they didn't have from
the wrong provinces. It ls a pain to have to track
units though, and having a move like A Ber-Mun be
valid one season and not the next, even though
there's an anny in Ber both times, seems perverse.
Simply resubmit last turn's moves as preliminary for
the next season.]

(ALAN STEWART) Change of houserules dur-
ing games: I think it's important to note that Bill
Quinn's last BNCing decision establishes firmly ttrat
an "important" change in houserules during a game
may render a game irregular. (Dennis Agosta
changed to a "prophetic retneat" policy early in his
games.) Beware!

I agree with Bob Olsen's analysis of GM publi-
cation of who already has orders in. I stick a line in
the adjudication, "I do_ do not have
spring 'xx orders from you" and check the appropri-
ate box only in the copy going to the player.

I agree with Iohn Caruso's analysis of HR
changes (gee, what an agreeable guy I am.)

The Berch Continuation-of-campaign rule
(known to some people as WAP, which sounds to
me like an ethnic slur) has been declared regular ex-
cept that it cannot be used for builds and removals.
Have fun with your discussion of it-I'll be opening
a game with it, but I'd just as soon stay out of the
discussion unless I see something demanding a re-
ply. I almost got myself into big trouble on ttrat is-
sue already and don't wish to press my luck.

[Is there any hint as to \yhere we should draw
the line at what would be a "significant" HR change,
and what would not? It seems curious to me that
changing from one perfectly regular method of run-
ning a game to another would make a game ioegu-
lar. Two rights make a wrong?

[The BNC ruling on WAP didn't impress me in
the least. Far too rambling and indecisive. The im-
pression it left on me was that WAP was fine so
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long as ilhas no impact on the game (ike if a major
power NMRS, say?). Big helpll

(MELINDA HOLLEY) Dick, you're the only
person who couldpossibly say that I'm in the few-
est games. I think I do standbys the same way you
do. I first look at who's in the least number of 

-

games, then check to see if they've previously been
called for ttrat game (or if someone in the game is
geographically close to them), then make sure the
standby I'm calling hasn't justNMRedin another
game. I keep two lists for standbys. One is a master
list name, state, number of games they've been
called for. The second list breaks each game down
showing who was called for what position. This
second list lets me quickly make sure a potential
standby hasn't been called for a previous position in
the same game.

[Not that you're in the fewest games total, mind
you, jqgt less than any of my other standbies in my
zeen. Since you'd just started getting it, no surpriie!
Given a little time, you'll catch up yet

['m not real careful about calling the same per-
son for a different position in the same game if they
don't get in the firJt time. I figure it's a-Dip game:
times change, situations change, and since so tittle
diplomacy is conducted with standbies that
shouldn't be a big deal. Besides, the existence of di-
plomacy does not necessarily imply its truthfulness.
I try not to do it, but no longer go to the trouble of
keeping notes about irl

(JOHN CARUSO) Changing your HRs allof
the time is one reason I opted to be off of your
standby list. Make that the main reason. While I
could care less if I win or lose, I do like to know
what the rules are and have the game GMed in a
consistent fashion. While I like clowning around,
including from the GM, I do not like clowning
around from the GM when the GM is supposed to
be unbiased and performing his GMing functions.
How do Iknow yourrule changes weren't because
someone browbeat the GM? Like I say, clowning
around has its place-but not with regard to the GM
performing GMing duties such as adjudicating
moves, listing units/builds/erc or changing rules of
play arbitrarily.

[The only HR change I've made in the last five
years has been to make all votes public, and that
only applied to new games, not games in progress.
Prior to that, the only significant rule change was to
get dd of the interim deadline for builds & reteats
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because the players didn't like ir If I invent or
change joke houserules, what does it matter?

[If the GM changes the houserules, does that
1nta1L he's suddenly biased or no longer performing
his GMing functions? Then again, you don't have 

-
azy houserules and run games just fine. If the rules
don't change the game, what difference do they (or
their absence) make?l

(RUSS RUSNAK) In answer to John stating
that the rule change would be insignificant, I don't
think so.In 1983AJ (the game that gave John
Boardman and I such high regard for each other), I
went public that I would not accept a five-player
DIAS draw. When the fifth person was eliminated,
the German convinced his partner that I was still ve-
toing the thing. As a result, his ally handed him the
game rather than continue with me vetoing every
draw. If I had been able to make my yes vote public,
the game would have been a four-way draw rather
than a win. In essence, I wanted to make a point that
even a "small" rule change can have a drastic differ-
ence in a game. No rule should be changed unless
there is unanimous consent of all players, with the
possible exception of new houserules because of a
new GM.

[It's one thing for a GM to change the HRs, and
it's quite another for the players to believe that the
rules have changed. For instance, one of my players
once got it into his head that I had suddenly changed
the rules regarding draws in his game. No amount
of proof on my part could show him my side of the
story, and to this day he has never forgiven me for
something I didn't do!

[To the best of my knowledge, Boardman has
never verified or made public any votes during the
course of the game. Are you sure you're talking
about a rule change here? If 83AJ was an orphan
game, it seems sensible that the game run under
Graustark HRs unless there's a compelling reason to
do otherwise.

[Sounds to me like the German playerpulled a
fast one and deserves the win-as he probably ve-
toed the draw the whole timell

(MARK BERCH) On page 16, John Caruso
discusses my War by Automatic Pilot plan (in a nut-
shell, if a player NMRs, he is charged with an
NMR, a standby is called, but instead of using the
orders "All Units Hold," the moves from the previ-
ous move season are simply used again). He says,
"WAP and perpetuals (sometimes called standing or-
ders) are quite similar in ttrat they both reuse a previ-
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ous turn's orders...Both of these policies, however,
deny the player the chance to negoAate the moves."
No, they don't. So long as you have the name and
address of the player entitled to submit orders for the
position, you have the chance to negotiate. True, the
pfayer might not even open your envelope, but that's
qlways the case. Or he might conduct deep negotia-
tion, and then NMR anyway. fohn continues,
i'...Orly anonymous standbys have caused games to
bedeclared irregular...." Correrg and ttrat ii (in my
o_pinion) as it should be. Only anon standbys deny
the other players the name and address of the perion
whose orders may be used, and thus only it sfiould
be teated as irregular.

Please keep in mind what WAP changes and
what it doesn't. The you-NMRed- so-you-are-listed-
as-NMR-and-a-standby-is-called process is left un-
changed. WAP addresses a different question: What
do we do with these pieces? Previously, there had
been three choices: 1. Use S01 neutralorders (if it's
S01),2. Create moves on the basis of General Or-
ders, 3. Use the set of orders, "All Units Hold."
WAP simply creates afourth choice:4. Reuse the
p_revious orders. Of course there will be people,
GMs and players alike, who don't think(a) is
best-just as there are those who don't think (1-3)
are best. But I argue thatWAP has at least the virtue
&at it gives exactly what the player wrote. It does
not rely on orders written by the GM (1), or written
b-y some third party (2), or orders never intended by
the player (3).

[If the GM is willing to forward correspondence
to an llonymous sta:ndby, does that change anyth-
ing? After all, it is possible to conduct diplomaly
now. If the GM is unwilling to facittate communica-
tion benveen his players then that would be cause
for alarm, but there is nothing divine about having
the actual name and address.

I see nothing inherently "wrongo'with WAP.
It's just one of several alternatives, some of which
are better than others but none of which is the defini-
tive solution.

[All right, here's one for you: A player has one
removal due, but gives you orders to remove two.
What do you do?l

I am sick and tired of these little spaces down in
the lower right hand comer of the page that aren't
quite big enough to use, and not quite small enough
to ignore. So I plan to use the time-honored publiih-
er's tick of rambling on about inconvenient little
spaces at the bouom ofpages until this one goes
away. Then there will be no little space to ramble
about, which makes the ramblingf unnecessary. . ..1
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(JOHN CARUSO) This ought to make atl
those people like Jeff Zarse,who consider them-
selves nobody (as he put it) feel l,N}Vo betrer,
when I inform you all that Bruce Linsey sent me a
copy of his $3 (???), 200+ page editiori of OUAD
gratis, and I never requested, nor did I desire to read
the thing. In other words, he sent me an unsolicited
freebee. Though it was generous of him, I will
probably never use the thing, let alone read it.
Wasn't it nice of Bruce to decide for me that it was
necessary for me to exercise the "option available" to
me. And-you had to pay $3 for four paragraphs of
ygLhj Hell, Jeff,I could have sent you my copy of
Oalq {or the postage costs only if you hdd orily
waited for me to get my copy. By the way, Jeff, I
consideryou a person, not a nobody. H you were
nobody,I couldn't write to you.

[I doubt Jeffmeant to imply that ttrere were only
fourparagraphs of value inOUln. By the way,
have you written to Jeff? If not, that must meari that
you think he is nobody.l

(STEVE EMMERT) I'm not a publisher and
have no plans to become one. I don't have a com-
p!{eq I don't even have a typewriter. But if ever I
did publish, I doubt I'd do ii by the book. (OIIAD,
tlat is.) There's something very attractive to me
alout solving the problems of publishing, or any
other endeavor, with original tliinking rather thair by
turning to page 83 of a reference work. If someone-
tells me what's around every corner or what's over
every hill, I lose interest quickly, as I'm merely
comparing my impression to that of my "guide."
That's not to say that I never read a record review
before buyrng the record, but I don't necessarily
want a canned solution to every problem.

[Hah, it's only a matter of time! I don't know
how many times Bob Olsen andKathytoldme
they'd "nev-er GM" a game. Sooner oi later we'Il get
you, even if you have to hand write each issue.] -

(WALLACE NICOLL) Plenty of scope for
comment. Aq youprobably reahze, a chunk of my
stuff on graphics appeared-third or fourth genera-
tion copied, I may add. I even offered to reformat it
to US page size-this wouldn'thave been roo diffi-
cult to do. I was a trifle upset at the poor appear-
ance, especially when we consider what the afticles
are about in the first place!

What I'd like to know is whether any of the new
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editors and those gsing the OUAD found my graph-
ics articles of use/interesting. Some response on
this, and what they might li[e from a s&ond edition
version would be most useful as I'm damn sure not
going to let Bruce reprint the old stuff this time! In
that vein, I'd also be interested in getting hold of
material cosrings for the likes of r[b-doin lettering,
tones, etc, plus copying costs, typesetting costs,
etc.

I must admit to have read through OUAD, and
occasionally refer to it-mainly forideas on the
GMing side of things. It at leait gives more than one
side to most situations, giving you, usually o'unsure,

dazed, and confused," some better idea onhow to
adjudicate/arbitrate, etc. I have also used it when I
was thinking about what items might go into a set of
horrserules, should we ever have to produce the
things-hate thern, really, too restriCtive!!

- [Oh, houserules aren't so bad if you don't let
them get out ofhand. They are best used as guide-
Iines, not The Law etchedin stone.

I thought your graphics articles were interest-
ing, though way too long and probably useless for
the average pubber. I'm more concerned with get-
ting my zeen out on time wittr the least amouniof ef-
fort possible than making each effort look like a
masterpiece. With that in mind, how abut some
ideas on quick and easy ways to make zeens look
good? The first and most obvious is to use a decent
typewriter ribbon!What else is there?

. [That ygr{ stuf{barely legible was an interesting
ironic touch, though unintendonal l'm sure.]

(BRUCE LINSEY) Well, it's obvious that
some people found OUAD helpful and others did
not. That is precisely what I expected. In response
to Jeff Zarse, you say that, "I Gt if you asked some
of those people to grve you some pointers, they'd be
happy to do so----even eager." Of 

-course 
we wbuld,

at least those of us still inthe hobby. But by putting
all these people's opinions toge*rei in one puUtica--
tion, we make Jeff s job of obtaining the info much
easier. I mean, you could raise the same arguments
against having fairly comprehensive novice packets
too:-part o{th9 charm is in leaming as you gb, the
novice could just write to successful piayeri, etc.
And ttrat is fine---everyone has that option too.

As-f9r ypyr objection to the size and thorough-
ness of the thing, this seems merely to reflect a dif-
ference in our styles. My preferenie is generally to
go at something in a thorough manner-that shbuld
be clear from my presentation of the Runestone poll
results, too-and yours is apparently not. There is
nothing wrong with this. It would be quite possible
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for a publisher's handbook to have one-fourth the
material thatOUAD does, and be just as successful
(albeit to a different audience). No problem, and in-
deed this variety in approaches lends a lot of vitality
to the hobby (how dull it would be if everyone did
things the same way!).

[Yes, we have quite different styles. I like to
challenge my readers to come up wittr some ideas of
their own, and find creative solutions to problems.
You like to cover the problem from every possible
angle and let ttre reader choose the solution that they
like best. Each approach will appeal to a different
type of person.

[I don't particularly care for comprehensive no-
vice packets, either, particularly the "How to
Play..." sections. Usually such articles are extreme-
ly limited in scope, only covering one possible style
or strategy per country. Novices may be somewhat
deceived into believing that this is the "accepted"
strategy for the counury in question, and we end up
with the same old boring game played out over ana
over again.l

(MARK BERCH) In replying to novice pubber
Ieff Zarse, you said, "The most valuable bit of info
in this 200+ page opus turned out (for Jeff Zarse) to
be a four paragraph blurb. That just about sums up
my whole case." Could you explain just how that
sums things up? Jeff said, "I, also, found it very
useful," and "I'm glad that I can send my $3 to Dal-
ton, MA and have these people appear on my door-
step." Now, given that he liked it so much, there has
tobe something tlathe liked the best. It just hap-
pened to be a short essay on mailing labels. It
doesn't mean he only liked the short pieces, or that
he liked it because it was short" It seems to me that
you view the size of OUAD as being its most salient
characteristic.

As for Caruso's remarks, he says, "I'm quite
sure that the same advice could have been given in
less than one-quarter of the space, in at least general
terms." This is from someone who states explicrtly
that he hasn't seen it. I'd like to know how Caruso
can be "quite sure" that over 150 pages could be
lopped off if he hasn't even looked at iL Someone
who would take a 200-page publication, to which
dozens and dozens of people had contribttefi., and
criticize it witltour even looking at it,is saylng some-
thing very revealing about his own character.

[Yes, I consider OUAD's size to be its most sali-
ent characteristic. Suppose someone wrote a ten-
page article thoroughly analyzing the Turkish open-
ing of A Con-Bul. Would I have to read the article
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before I could tell that it's mostly hot air and largely
worthless? No, of course not. Likewise, I can eiti-
mate that 200 pages is going to contain a lot of dead-
wood when it comes to publishing. Fifty pages is a
/or-o_f writing if you stick to generalities. Having ac-
tually read the whole thing, I can't disagree with Ca-
ruso.

- _tYy case for the handbook so ably summed up
by Jeff is that the four-paragraph snippets are going
to be more valuable than the six-page "in depth" arti-
cles. Most topics just don't warrant*rat much atten-
tion.l

(MICHAEL HOPCROFT) Since you don't like
novice pubber packages, what advice wouldyoa
give to a new publisher (besides the obvious "Don't
do it!")? I wonder how you would answer questions
about getting new subscribers and the like.

I haven't been getting nearly enough mail lately.
Especially subscription checks !

One question I would like immediate advice on.
Io th. average print run, about how many extra cop-
ies would you advise making for samples (assuming
ttrat any excess can go to the ZnenBaikif you ha- 

-

ven't sent them out by the end of the issue period)?
I'm vacillating bet'ween 10 and 20 (to go wittr a sub.
li;t of 30), with the idea that I can make extra copies
1f necessaqy. I'd feel rather silly if somebody wrbte
in asking for a sample and I didn't have one.I
woqld feel equally silly if I had 10 or 15 copies of
the last issue on my hands at the end of the month. I
assume one can always make extra for conventions
and the like. So how much is too much?

[Quite the contrary, my advice is: "Go for it!"
Other words of wisdom have appeared here over the
issues, and if you'd like to see some oldies, just
ask. That's what we're here for, after all.

I make very few extra copies of each issue,
mayb about five. When they run out, I either send
out older issues that have stockpiled or just send a
copy of the next issue when it's printed. I still have
several good sized boxes of old issues in the base-
ment, from when we used to print way too many.
Unless you're going to send out your extra issues
immediately, don't get carried away! And save one
"suitable for framing" copy of each issue for your-
self.l

[-..But to remove the unnecessary ramblings and
prattlings of my addled mind merely demonstrates
just how necessary they really are. Thus we have
one of the essential paradoxes of publishing: arc the
pointless, unnecessary ramblings really unneces-
sary, or are they as vital as they appear to be...l
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(LARRY PEERY) Here's an idea for a subject
for HOL.I think it might be fun as well as infomra-
tive.

My question is: How do you describe Diplorru-
cy to non-Diplomacy playing friends, etc?

When somebody asks you what is it all
about...what do you say? I have come up with a
pretty standard answer that I use, and depending on
how people react to it, I can usually tell if they are
likely game or hobby material. Usually it comes up
when they see the magazine (at work, at the printer)
or see me using the IDS letterhead at the printer, etc.
What's Diplomacy? That's how it all starts.

I'11 ask them, "Flave you ever played Monopoly?
(Usually they say yes.) Have you played Chess, or
do you know how to play Chess? (Usually they say
yes, even if they've never touched a Chess piece in
their life.) Flave you ever played Risk? (Younger
people usually say yes, or at least they've heard of
it.) If it is an older person, I'll ask them if they've
ever played Poker. (And most will say yes.) Assum-
ing I get several yeses out of my list, I'll come back
with something like: "Well, Diplomacy is a combi-
nation of Monopoly, Chess, Risk, and Poker; only
much better." And then I launch into abrief descrip-
tion of the game, my background, etc.

What usually intigues people is *rat I've spent
all these years on a game and hobby and gotten so
little out of it And so it goes from there.

[I usually say that it's a game much like Risk
(which most people seen to know about) without
dice, based on persuasion and deciding who to trust.
Or else I describe it as a strategy game based loosely
on pre-WWI Europe, and that it's a lot more fun
than it sounds. I don't like to talk about the game to
people that haven't played though, as any descrip-
tion would be inadequate. I'm surprised how many
people lwveplayd.the game, there are quite a few.

[How about the rest of you folks?]

(MELINDA HOLLEY) (hish ceili dancing?)
Does ogling Tom Selleck come under this category?
Perhaps not. Actually,I want to do a bit of beggrng
(worthy of a TV evangelist). Does anybody out
there VCR television shows? Particularly the short-
lived ShadowChasers series? I have a['5ut one
(which was preempted to show a University of Ken-
tucky basketball game...I knew there was a reason I
hated basketball)-the UFO episode. So if anybody
out there has access to such an animal, please let me
know.
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Polls
(MARK BERCH) Mark Larzelere says in his

letter, "Remember a few years ago when Dipimaster
lopped the poll? A number of people (including
Berch/Linsey) chose to just omit DM in listing the
poll winners. It's hard to blame them for doing that.
Butif DM had been #53, it would have been listed,

just like AG and Known Game Openings and other
small 'zeens' get listed." Larzelere has gotten his
facts totally wrong. Dipimaster was listed (page 1

of DD #63, first line of the 4th paragraph). What I
did was to divide the list between zeens and sub-
zeens, and report them both separately. Moreover,
my decision to do that had nothing whatsoeverto do
wll*l.DM itself. Thus, Dick Martins's statement,
"Dipimaster was ignored because its sole purpose
was to win the poll" is totally false with regards to
me. I announced in the previow issue of DD, be-
fore I had the results, that I would split the zeens in
this way. Lone Stor Diplomat had done the same
thing in the previous year, and it made a lot of sense
to me at the time (see LSD #13).

And as for Linsey, VOD #65 did indeed list Dip-
imaster as being at the top of the potl results. VOD,
unlike DD, drdnot split the results. If Larzelere
wants to dump on the Runestone Poll, the least thing
he could do is get his facts right.

[I am sure he willdo so in the future. Where
wx Dipimaster a subzeen? I thought it surted out
as a very small zeen, and would thus be eligible to
win the zeen half of the poll.l

(RUSS RUSNAK) As far as things for discus-
sion, how about a check list for rating a GM. In-
stead of rating a GM from 1-L0, rate him in the areas
of timeliness, acctracy, legibility, impartiality, etc.
It could produce interesting results. Also should
there be a slot in there for packagrng (the zeen), or
should that be rated separately?

[Lrgibility and packaging sound similar, why
not lump them together? All these categories are
starting to get a little complicated, though-why not
just accuracy, timeliness, and "other"? If there's
ever another Peeripoll, maybe we can get Larry to
cover GMs as well as zeens.]

(MARK LARZELERE) Where do you set the
idea that the sole pqpose of Dipimasterwas to win
the lceder poll? It certainly wasn't my purpose.
tlaving a group of people vote it a 10 was someth-
ing that happened after the fact, and something I had
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very little to do with (actually nothing other than
dropping the suggestion at a Byrnecon).

Besides, you've totally missed my punt DM
isn't the only "zeen" to have been dropped from the
list after finishing high in it (Woodpe-Eer also was,
and there might be others). The point is that they
wouldn't have been dropped from the list if they'd
finished near the bottom. So there are a numbei of
zeens which are allowed o finish low in the poll,
but not high in it. That isn't fair. If a zeen can'tfin-
ish high in the poll, it shouldn't be on the list at all.

You say, "Why shouldAG even be rated against
KGO or Everything?" That's exactly my point.
Why should KGO be rated aganst EE and the re-
sults listed as "EE defeatedKGO"? It'sridiculous.
They need a better way of defining what zeens be-
long on the list.

There were a number of suggestions for chang-
ing the poll floating around in ttrat one issue of Co-
stagaana I mentioned. I don't know which way
would be best, but anything's better than just throw-
ing all zeens on the list except the ones that are total-
ly arbitarily called subzeens.

My own suggestion was to have the voters give
two ratings (on a G10 scale) for each zeen----one for
reading material, one for how good the zeen is to
play in. That way the only zeens that make the main
list are ones that both have reading material and that
you can play in. Warehouse zeens and "read-only"
zeens would have their own lists. This wouldn't
overly complicate voting in the poll (whatever
change is made should keep voting in the poll sim-
ple).

[You're nght" Dipimaster didn'texist to win the
poll-that carne after the fact However, to calT DM
and W oodpeckcr, br:rth limited-run efforts "zeens" is
to stretch the point. They just shouldn't have been
eligible.

trmfhy not break the poll into "game z@ns" and
"non-game zeens"? That way some of the more ri-
diculous comparisons would be avoided, though not
all. At least I wouldn't have people asking to join
games inHOL on the basis of a high showing in the
poll like I have this year. How would you define a
"warehouse" ze&n? After all, I considerRetaltobe
"warehouse" but I don't think most people would
agree with me.

[The zeery'subzeen split isn't totally arbitrary.
After all, a bad zeen can profit by having a good
subzeen but the reverse isn't really true. It's also
usually easy to tell which zeen is contained in the
other.

I can't really say that some zeens are allowed to
finish low but not high. After all, zeens haven't
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been arbitrarily dropped while similar zeens are in-
cluded (except for KK,I guess).1

(JULIE MARTIN) Since when is the "Give-
Retal-A-Zero" campaign a personal attack against
Bruce Linsey? When we voted for each issue of Re-
/cI separately, it wasn't a personal attack on John
Ireder. When we made up a zeen and gave it all
10!, it wasn't a personal attack on Randolph Smyth.
When we rim the "zero" campaign lastyear,Liniey
didn't complain of being attacked. For me, at least,
it was just an entertaining way of saying, "This poll
is meaningless, and should be treated as ttre joke that
it is."

Isthe poll meaningless? Yes; it is inherently
biased because the sample is neither random noi ex-
haustive. Those who tell us that the more people
who vote, the more signifrcantfless skewed the re-
sqlts become are, statistically speaking, wrong.
They may limply be ignorant of properpollingpro-
cedures and statistical analysis. They mhy deliber-
ately be leading the voters astray. Whatever the
c,ase, get it sfaight now: big numbers of voters just
do not equal o'true" results unless the sample is ian-
dom or unless you get votes from every single per-
son. Therefore, the poll is inherently skewed.
. So, ale further "poll-skewing" activities
'thildish" and "immaflre"? No more childish and
immature than demanding, "If you don't play poll
and have fun the way we say to, you canl play at
a11." Arc such activities "unethical," "destructive," or
any other way "bad"? If so, they are no worse than
the "po11-skewing" activities of the pollsters them-
selves.

l-eeder himself set the precedent (and we all
know how important precedents are). The Omni-
scient One decided that he could tell the difference
bet'ween "gag" votes and "real" ones, and disal-
lowed entire ballots on the basis of one "gag" vote,
reasoning that the rest of the ballot was a "gag" too.

Smyth continued the grand tradition of pollster
interference. About a month before the polling peri-
od ended, The Omnipresent One issued his own bat-
lot listing aboutten zeens, including EE,Snafu,and
YOD (some of his acknowledged personal favor-
ites), which he didn't think hadreceived enough
votes yet.

And then we have Linsey, the Omnipotent One,
who has made telephone calls soliciting votes from
only a certain group of voters, and who solicits bal-
lots from people who have been out of Dipdom for
over three years, among other things.

The interesting thing is that these three pollsters
could see the mote in our eye, but not the plank in
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their own. Leeder tossed out the votes for separate
issu_es of .Retal (although he missed one), Smyth
ditched the non-existent zeen, and Linsey threw out
the 0s. But they apparently thought their own ac-
tions were completely justified. -

- How can you expect a bunch of Diplomacy
players not to try to influence the resulis of a p-o11?
Even if you cogld do away with silly "poll-skewing"
campaigns by the voters (and you cannot ever be
completely certain of doing so; I know of one in-
stance of ballot box-stuffing that went undetected),
and even if you did do away with "poll-skewing"
qctivities by the pollsters, you're still left with a poll
that is basically a joke or a toy, and will be treated as
such by those who know better. And tying it to can-
cer research doesn't make it any more "real." The
Emperor still isn't wearing any clothes.

In any case, I think it unfornrnate ttrat Bruce as-
sociates himself so closely with this inanimate poll
that anyone who takes the poll less seriously than he
does is "attacking" him and engaging in
"desffuctive" fun. Lighten up! Andthe same goes
for the rest of you-you know who you are!

[Tying the poll to cancerrcsearch serves as a
guilt trip to get more people to vote. Anything for a
good cause.... And besides, who would wanl to
come out against the poll and be portrayed as being
prg-cqrcer? Not me, no sir. That's why I ran the-
"give Retal azero and destroy cancet''cirmpaign
again this year. Hey, I did my parr But dont insist
that I sudderly consider the Poll anything more than
the jokeit has always been. That would-be asking
too much.l

(SIMON BILLENNESS) My only gripe with
the Runestone Poll is ttrat this year the non-
Diplomacy zeens have been excluded- Zeens fike
The K-Zine, Disease City, andThe Buzzarils
Breath are certainly on the fringes of the hobby, but
then so are Diplomacy zeens bke Dippy, Boast, and
Control. I feel it would have been fairer to include
non-Diplomacy zeens in the balloting. If they're not
really part of the hobby, then they won't receive
enough votes to qualify for a place in the final list-
ings. That several non-Diplomacy zeens reached the
main listings last yearwhile several Diplomacy
zeens did not shows that many people do consider
such zeens part ofthe hobby.

[On the contrary, non-Dip zeens haven't been
excluded. Zeen Register, foi example, finished in
the top ten and calling it a "Dip" zeen is stretching
the definition. You consider il reasonable to com-
pare K-Zeen with something like DIU or Rebef,! K-
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Zeen may be part of Dipdorrl but that doesn't neces-
sarily mean it should becompared with other
zeens.]

(MALCOLM SMITH) Polls: Are apite of shit.

_Especially the UK Znen Poll, which was blatantly
rigged, and especially since the custodian, John Pig-
got, won't do anything about it.

[Was it really rigged, or is this just a case of
people voting on reputation instead of first hand in-
formation? If it's the latter, then there's not much
Piggot can do except feel helpless.l

(BRUCE LINSEY) I wish to reply to John Ca-
ruso's remarls, and will keep it brief since I know
you're more interested in looking at curent and fu-
ture issues.

It is true that in 1985, I solicited ballots from all
of my hobby friends. It is also true that I solicited
ballots from hundreds of other people, and that sev-
eral dozen of these were by phoneball. (Thus, my
denial of the accuracy of Caruso's allegation that i
contacted my friends, but not Ioe Aveiage. I dis-
tinqlf remember sending loe aballot!) My chief
goal was to get as many people as possibl6 to vote,
and naturally qnqrghl I regarded by friends as likely
prospects. Thinking back on it now, my use of thc
phone was probably unnecessary, but tliere is still
nothing inherently wrong with apollster actively
soliciting ballots. Nor do I think ihis implies that I,m
gbligatg-d to contact every single hobbyist directly.
By and large, I was tying to gtve every hobbyisi the
opportunity to vote, and at that, I think I was iea-
sonably close to successful.

Since there was an active and concerted effort at
the time to discourage people from participating, I
fglt (and still feel) ttrat that was all ttre more justifrca-
tion fon me to work to increase the turnout.

Ar{ y9., there was an organized boycott. Kathy
even said in print that she and others were planning-
to boycou the Poll that year, and she and one othei
person actually printed little coupons for people to
sign and send to Randolph S-yth Fotestinglhe
transfer to me. About two dozen people---one-
eleventh the number of voters--participated in the
coupon campaign.

I admit that these days there doesn't appear to be
an organized boycott, so perhaps my use oI the term
is no longer appropriate. It is,-however, true that a
handful of the original boycotters still refuse to par-
ticipate so long as I'm running the thing, but that's
not my problem.

Caruso is just plain wrong to say that I regard
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anyone who doesn't vote as a boycotter. I do not
make that claim, and never have.

As for Caruso's complaint that the Poll is (or
was) inaccurate, since he was part of the group boy-
cotting it, he has himself to blame for that, and nof
the pollster.

Mark Larzelere's letter contains some inaccura-
cies. Kathy's Korneris being treated this year as
part of the zeen KKIW. This is per John Caruso's
written rcquest. Mark has only to look at the ballot
and he will see.

The reason Mark never saw a response from me
to the Poll forum conrments rnCostaguanaisthat
Conrad had to delay publishing for several months
for financial reasons. When he resumed publication
of Costa very recently, my response did get printed.
I pride myself on my policy of responding tocriti-
cisms, not ignoring them.

Mark is fairly close to right when he says that I
regard the Poll as OK now, and thus don't want to
change it. There was only one significantprocedu-
ral change this year (ilre Davis Rule, whicli will be
discussed nThe Cream Shall Rise!). For the most
part, I'm satisfied with the way things are now. I'11
confess that there is a strong element of inertia here:
unless someone can show that an altemative way of
doing things is inherently better than what we are
used to,I'm going to be slow to make changes.

He is not corect to say thatrf DipiMasterhad,
been #53, it would have been listed. This refers to
the year before the Subzeen Poll was formally be-
gun-the year in which a number of subzeens made
the main list for zeens. For the historical record, I
haveremoved all of the subzeens from the list for
that year, not just DrpiMaster. Call it tampering if
you like; but as the Poll's Custodian this is a judge-
ment call I made two years ago, when I decided to
re-publish the past rankings.

Mark says that "the present poll set-up is that
there is a set of small zeens that are allowed to finish
low in the poll, but are not allowed to top iL" Any
zeen is allowedto win, but the plain faciis ttrat itk
hard for a small zeen these days to be better-liked on
a hobby-wide basis than, say, Costaguana. I don't
propose to argue that more pages = motre quality,
but a zeen with lots of high-quality uniting is going
to be better-liked by more people than is a ten-page
zeen with high-quality writing. That is why the
high-ranking zeens are usually large ones. And, in
my opinion, this is as it should be. I enjoyRed-
woodCurtain for instance, andFolSiFie. These
are small zeens with high-quality writing. But Costa
andBlunt Instruments have high-quality writing too,
and more of it, and so get higher scores on my bal-
lot.
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- Finally, a few comments about your suggestion
that we allow decimal votes for the purpose of deter-
mining preference, Dick. Bruce Gerylirecently sug-
g_ested the same thing to me (in private corespon-
dence). This is not a bad idea. 

-If I were to allow
finer shades of voting than perrnitted by the 0-to-10
q"_49, I'd probably make it "any integer from 0 to
100," but that's a minor quibble. My reasons for
no1 doing it are two-fold. First, it is my opinion that
a 0-to-10 scale gives voters enough space to make
whatever distinctions they need to make. Indeed, a
lot of voters send in ballots with scores ranging only
from 7 to 10 or so. I realize that others' opinions
will differ, but I find the 8s on my ballot are close
enough in quality to the 9s that I don't need to get
any finer. And I rate a lot more zeens than most of
tlre voters do. My otherreason for not changing is
simply that I am reluctant to alter such a fundamental
procedure unless it is absolutely necessary i.e.,rf
what we have now doesn't work. Peopleare used
to a 0-to-10 scale, and if we were to go to 0-to-100
(or allow decimals), there would be a year or two of
confusion while the hobby got used to the new pro-
cedure. I'd rather not have that confusion unlesi it
is ngssssary-and, in my opinion, it is not.

[AIl right, Twtll say you t,rmpered with the re-
sults two years ago. If you make rules, yol must
stick by them. Deciding after ttre fact that subzeens
should be split ouL or ignoring the so-called "Davis
Rule," just isn't kosher. I find it interesting that you
treat the rules of good polling procedure in a far
more cavalier fashion than your old Dip houserules.

[How many times have you asked fornew votes
if the voter does them "wrong" ttre first time? I
mean besides the zero-farce this year.

[From my point of view, you have yet to make a
compelling case that the preference matrix is inher-
ently better than the old way of figuring the results.
It should either be trashed or fixed (oops, bad choice
of words), but the current ,urangemenf is too con-
trived. Voters still haven't figured out that they
should be voting on preferences and not a 0-10 ab-
solute scale, and don't appear likely to figure ttrat
oxt any time soon. Averaging two rating systems
that work at cross pu{poses makes even less sense
than using eitherone of them by itself.

[f I vote for 50 zeens, how can I possibly repre-
sent that properly in a 0-10 fimge, much less the 7-
10 range that most voters use! Instead I am forced
!9 gre zeens lower votes than I would ordinarily
like to. Some knucklehead is going to think it's be-
cause I feel his zeen is worthless and freak out.
Happens every year.

[It's easy to amass a lot of high-quality writing
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when you only come out once in a blue moon (take
this zeen, for instance). I'd say that Redwood Cur-
tainhas put out as much "quality writing" in the last
ygar ry Bl,bnt in smaller chunks. Just a guess, but
Ibet Retal has put out as many words as Costa and
Bl combined in the last year, though BI andCosta
qre tagged as "massive" whileRetalisnot. Percep-
tion doesn't always coincide with reality.l

(JOHN CARUSO) I'd like to respond to Bruce
Linsey's analogy fromHol#l1. If people boycot-
ted the auction based on personal reasons, then it
would be the boycotters hurting the auction, as
Bruce Linsey says. However, if they did it because
they thought of me as being dishonest, then it would
be me who is hurting the auction (or a poll or ser-
viqg)' If anyone proved that I had misused my cus-
todial position, lied to the hobby at large, stolen
money/property, or that I was proven guilty of some
other similar form of dishonesi behavior, then yes, I
would step down for the good of the auction, ai
well_as for the good of Dipdom. I'd even be willing
to allow an ombudsman to resolve the matter. In
fact, I'd insist upon it.

As a related side note, confiary to Bruce Lin-
sey's opinion, my disapproval of him is not based
on personal differences, but rather on his lack of
ethics, his lack of honesty, and his failure to handle
hobby-related situations in an unbiased manner,
while demonstrating poor judgemenl

Continuing along, Bruce Linsey states, "The
boycott is not my doing and cannot be charged to
me. I have never, and never will, tell any hobbyist
not to vote. If people don't want to vote, frne, that's
theirright, but don't lay the blame on my doorstep."
There is no boycott that I know of, therefore Linsey
can't be blamed for something ttrat doesn't exisl
By the same token, Bruce, if you insist upon calling
those who exercise "their right" (as you put it), to -

not vote-boycotters,I'd suggest that you provide
proof of your claim that they are "boycotters," or
stop crying wolf. Choosing not to vote, whether
stated publicly or not, does not constitute a boycott.
Asking, or more precisely, telling others not to vote
(as Bruce Linsey correctly points out),would con-
srtrute a boycott. And how do you justify and dif-
ferentiate between the one or two dozen people that
ylu allege to be boycotting and the other 70Gr peo-
ple of Dipdom who do not vote? You might not re-
4ize this, but when you cry wolf about ttre alleged
boycotters, you look very silly. And your criei of
"boycott" can only add to the divisiveness that your
doing the poll has caused to begin with. If thatis
your continued goal, then you might well be suc-
ceeding. However, if you truly want to improve the
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poll, unless that is only rhetoric to make you look
goodin front of the masses, then you'd Cease your
senseless, unsubstantiated rantings about boycbt-
ters, orprove ygur claims. You are doing what ap-
pears to be a fairly successful poll. Why do you in-
sist upon jeopardizing that with all this otherhon-
sense? You don't hear me going around stating *rat
so and so boycotted the auction, do you? But alas,
we also have philosophical differences. I don't
translate non-participation or lack of plugs into
qreaningit's a boycotl I consider it an independent
choice of the individual, whether the person partici-
pated in the past or not. While it would be wonder-
ful to have everyone plug and particrpate, I realize
that that is extremely unlikely- To me, the glass if
half full.

[Interesting that you mention the part about Lin-
sey never telling someone not to vote. That's what
he did with me this year.

[Though I would probably be characterized as a
"boycottet'' I don't *rink of it that way. If a bunch
of p-eople get disgusted wittr something, talk about it
among_themselves, and decide to avoid it that hardly
seems like a boycotr If we talk about the lousy ser-
vice at the restaurant down the street and decid6 not
to go back is that a boycott? If so, I guess I do it all
the time. Even so, to say the "boycoit" was
'brganized" is strerching the truth.]

(MICHAEL HOPCROFT) I noticed in the
Runestone results that the smallest vote total of any
zeel in the top 10 was 32for HOL. If you're tryrng
t9 plckthe mostpopular zaenthat's one thing, but -
the Poll likes to think they're picking the best zeen.
I don't think there's any objective way to prove
which is the best zeen of the year. That doesn't
mean polls are meaningless, just that they might not
mean the things we want them to mean.

I don't think people should be able to vote on
zeens ttrey don't read; Sacks told me that was one of
the reasons Hansard finished 67th out of 67. How
{o you stop them? BatHansarddoes its job; itruns
its games fairly smoothly and on time. It isn't meant
to be ttrat much more. The same can be said for a lot
of the smaller zeens. So why pay attention to the
polls when you run az@nlikethat? Theproblem of
gourse is that the polls are unavoidable. Somebody
$ gging to remind you if you're doing "badly."
Still, there is a place in the hobby for measurbs of
popularity, as long as we don't imply *rat popularity
is equal to quality.

I know, you don't believe in the Runestone Poll.
I'm not sure I believe in it either. But it seems one

of the few ways a publisher knows how he's doing.
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- {so_like seeing how the field is progressing. Be-
gides,I have a sneaking suspicion thafeven you will
be pleased with how the poll turned out, as you did
well in both the zeen and GM polls. That you have
the #6 zeen in the country lrr.HOLis probably pleas-
ing even to you.

[Oh, not really. After all, my other (and better)
zeen finished lower. Really, I have a pretty good
idea what kind of job I'm doing with ilte zeens, and
would rather not be bothered by dumb ratings. Be-
sides, I'm not about to fall into the trap of believing
the critics after all these years. What happens next
time when I don't do nearly so well?

[Theoretically, voters are only supposed to vote
on zeens that they see. Obviously, that isn't always
the case, and there's no real way for a pollster to tell
what's a"reil" vote and what isn'L Sublist check-
ing won't do it, as quite a few zeens are passed
around. I know I see more zeens than I sub to.
HOL got3zvotes, yet only 27 of my subbers voted.
You figure it out.l

(PAUL MILEWSKI) Ireceived apiece of mail
from Robert Smith today, the first page of which
consisted of a reproduction of his Crrtificate of
{,ward from Linsey and Heinzman for winning
Rookie of the Year in the'87 Subzeen Poll. Tlie
reason I am writing you about it is that he takes ex-
ception to whomever voted him a zero and bemoans
that five of the top ten zeens received votes of zero,
including the winner, Costaguana.

What seems to be overlooked by those who
seem to take the Runestone Poll seriously (Roben)
and those who don't (yourself) is that the results are
invalid because there is not a sernantic diffe,rential
associated with the numerical rankings. In other
words, a seven to you may have distinctly different
connotations of quality than a seven to me, and no
terms have been associated with each numerical
choice to assure that different reslrcndents' rankings
are additive or comparable. It is possible that some
people assume the scale is arithmetic, so that an
eight is twice as good as a four. It is hard to tell.
This is not the first time I have seen considerable
time and effort spent on compiling statistics from
which no valid inference can be made.

Semantic scales are tricky things, and generally
the-best ?pproach is to keep it simple. A five-poini
scale with the midpoint indicating neutrality of indif-
ference and the two ratings on either side represent-
ing distinctly different but not confusing (e4.,
"stupendous" or "wonderfrll" are not asalear as
"good" or "excellent") degrees ofpositive or nega-
tive quality would probably be thesafest bet.
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I am reminded of one of the criteria for the ac-
creditation of law schools by the American Bar As-
sociation, specifically, that the law library be above
average. Surprise, surprise, almost alllaw libraries
are rated "above average," which leads one to won-
der what "average" means. Shades of Prairie Home
C-ompanion's mythical community in which all the
children are above average.

Indeed, Robert Smith points out that only 2L
subzeens made the list this time and that his ianking
of r-oyghly 6.8 puts him slightly above the average-
ranking of roughly 6.6 (I will spare you the threE
decimal places to which the results seem to be tabu-
|ated). Only 2 of the 21 subzeens had average rank-
ings below 5. Were 19 of the 21 subzeens above
average? What does a 5 mean, then? What does
any point on the 1l-point, 0-through-10 scale mean?

Robert Smith also asserts that t'anyone who is
willing to take the time and spend the 6mort to GM
games, type them up, andprint them, deserves more
F*-.u 0 just for hislher efFort." This has interesting
implications, too. If 10 is perfect, who is perfect? -
FIas anyone attained perfection, apoint beyond
which improvement is not possible? I don't hear
anyone birching about the 10s. True, his subzeen
received one 0, but it also received frve 10s. Five
lespondents considered Life Goes Onto be so good
it could not be better. Suitable words to expresi my
amazement elude me. Wow will have to do.

I believe I know how you feel about the Rune-
stone Poll in general, and I am not unsympathetic to
your position. However, I think it also bears men-
goning that the methodology of the poll stinks on its
face.

[Not only can a'l mean different things to differ-
ent people just on a numerical basis (such as wheth-
er 7 is "average" or two points above 5 which is
"average," etc), but it can mean entirely different
Sirgr depending on how someone is voting. For
instance, my ballot was based strictly on preferences
and a 7 hardly means a7 at all! (Never niind ttrat
my ballot was discounted for some unexplained rea-
son.) I gave tens not for perfection but for the zeens
Ilike most, and similarwith the zeroes. To try and
chomp that up into some meaningful "averaget'is
pointless.

I found the issue of LGOinteresting not so
much for its treatnent of the Runestoneiesults, but
for its mere existence. For a publisher to put out an
issue_solely dedicated to poll iesults is both amazrng
and disturbing. Is Robert more interested in enter-
taimlg his readers or an ego-gratifying poll posi-
tion? You want feedback,Robert? Make LGO
more distinctive. Invent something or do something
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in a unique way that willcarch people's eyes. That
way, even if you don't finish higher than #11 next
year you'Il still have accomplished something.

[Thanl<s for the above average letter, Paul!]

(ALAN STEWART) The question of whether
there is or was a Runestone Poll "boycott" is inter-
esting. The definition of "boycott" seems to be a
"combination to punish or coerce by systematic ref-
usal of social or commercial relations." By this def-
inition, it seems to me there was a boycott in the
past but there is not this year, non-voters abstaining
this year for any one of a number of reasons and
evincing little interest in promoting "combination" or
in punishing or coercing.

Poll Winner: Magus.

(ANDY LISCHETQ Handicap the Poll? Okay.
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Praxis, 30Vo; H ouse of Lords, 257o; The C anadian
Diplornat,25Vo, Europa Express, ll%o, Magus,
L07o.

tcood guesses, as all were in the top eight.I
thought thatCosta would have sufferedhoie in
comparison wittr last year, and thatBI was too new.
I also hadn't reckoned that EE would be ineligible.

['ve never seen a copy of The Canadian Diplo-
mol,what's it like?

[Too bad I managed to lose Conrad's guesses,
sending them to bit heaven in a careless fit of elec-
tronic cutting and pasting.

[My finat guesses were Praxis 507o, Costa3AVo,
BI20Vo, once I found out thatEE was out of the
running.l

flhe top tens, in case you haven't seen them al-
rcadyl

Zeen
Costaguna
Bluntlnsbwnefis
Praxis
DiplomacyWorld
House of Lords
RedwoodCurtain
CanadianDiplamat
Magus
OverThere
ZeenRegistcr

Subzeen
Highlnertia
Humboldt
Megadiplonut
Oul to Pastare
FiatBellum
Only Yesterday
Eruhwon
SubmariluWmfue
Hare of tlw Dog
Melnibone Herald

GM
Andy Lischett
lre Kendter Sr
Dick Manin
Gary Coughlan
Jeff Richmond
John Boardman
Dave Carter
Steve Langley
Kathy Caruso
Fred Davis

Both publications are under five pages since I
feel zeens and my humor are best takenin small dos-
es. I still don't enjoy the GMing stuff (A CON-bul),
but I like pubbing. Is that strange?

- [No,I don't think so. After all, there are quite a
few people whoprefer GMing to putting out a zeen.
Why not the reverse? Yourhumorworks well in a
five page bundle-just the right amount.

[I wish there were more three-week games.I
wish I had the time to play in one again!]

(MALCOLM SMITH) I publish for the simple
reason that I've always done so. Ever since I helped
my father produce the odd copy of the local geologi-
cal society's magazine, Conglomerate. After then, I
went to college, became the writer, editor, printer,
publisher, etc, for the college magazine, Buggerall.
That lasted two years until I worked in London for
one year as a Civil Servant (a part of the degree
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Whv?
(KEVIN TIGHE) V/hy? I publish mainly be-

cause I perceived a need and tried to fill it. I began
writing Humboldt when I saw a lack of mainstream
humor in subzeens. At ttrat time ('83) most Dip hu-
mor relied on knowing certain people to understand
their in-jokes. Friends always thought I was a funny
guy ("Hey, he's acting funny again"), so I thought I
could pull it off without relylng on in-jokes. Over
the last four years that goal hasn't changed.

I put out Redwood Curtain, not because I want-
ed to GM, but for the lack of three-week game offer-
ings. My playrng exlrrience with three-weekers
from Larzelere and Meinel, and two-weekers from
Hanson, proved to me that a PBM Dip game doesn't
have to be a slow, plodding, three year experience. I
figured the only way to spread the good word was
to offer three-week games.
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course). I set up the Civil Service Diplomacy Socie-
ty, and I produced the magazine,The Diplornat. Af-
ter the 12 months was up, I had to go back to col-
!ege, and so I had to start my own magazine :up, Bo-
hemian Rhapsody. And so, umpteen years on(or so
it seems) I'm here where I am now.

[Sounds familiar. I've been publishing since I
was eighteen, and do so as much from habit as any-
thing else, now. Julie wants me to quit and take up
drumming, but I don't know about that. Dipdom
seems like less work!

fPart of your "education" consisted of working
as a civil servant? Would ttrat be the "Masochism"
requirement, or those needed twelve credits for the
"Bureaucracy" deparEnent?]

(WALLACE NICOLL) A quickie now on
"Why." Five years of university after thirteen at
school-lS years continuous education, most of it
"literate": essays, tutorials, practicals, reports. Then
into the real live world, a 9-to-5 job (with a lot of
overtime). Being in the cartographic line, most of
my work, most of my thinking, was graphical: lay-
outs, drawings, etc. The only words we used were
other people's. We didn't have to think in sentences,
paragraphs, chapters. My mind was becoming,liter-
ally, word-dead. Doing the zeen, and before that,
writing articles for other zeens (an excellent appren-
ticeship to being a fully-fledged editor, I may-add)
was my way to resrurect the literate side of my
mind, my brain, and getting me back to nomrality.I
don't notice much of a change with my writing style
over 17 issues of PoW.What I do notice is that I'm
not at a loss for even the simplest of words now, as
compared to, say, four years ago-it is quite un-
nerving, knowing what you want to say, and find-
ing you can't think of the simplest of words....

Coming from the graphics background that I do,
PolTwas initially pointed in the direction of "best-
looking zeen in the UK hobby." Now, we started
off with some quite pretty (fairly revolutionary) lay-
outs, but since then we've fallen into ttre
"standardization" trap. As editor, you want to make
yotr readers associate with the zeen. By knowing
where things willbe, they can easily flick through to
their game, fave article or column, or whatever. But
by being standardizedyou become staid andpredict-
able. I keep wanting to have a radical changcin
PoW, but the effort is probably more than the bene-
fits are worttr. I've tried to "moderniz-e" the Dip re-
port layout pages and intoduce graphical "pag-" ele-
ments to the Definitive Downfall, Gesta Danarum re-
ports with borders, etc. We go, or at least try to go,
heavy on the illos to help break up the text-a
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problem I've noticed with most of the "heavy" IJS
zeens-and which we occasionally overlook--e.g.,
PoW lT,pages 3 a7 have no illos and the text is all
very heavy. We'd like to have an illo of some sort
every three or four pages at least.

tI try to do even more than that, even if it's only
a line dividing the columnstnRetal. With a cartoon
every page or trvo and maps for the games, the text
is broken up fakly nicely.I'm surprisedrhatPOW
isn't even nominated for those "best looking"
awards, as it looks fabulous compared to ttre usual
stuff I see. With HOL I like to stick to a very simple
look, and only use two or three of my possible thir-
ty-plus fonts. Though I'm not above sticking in a
little Elvish on occasion....

i/:l:YN 4Yl), AANHYNA/|Ui

I found it much easier to write articles when I
first started than I do now. Whether that's due to
lack of words or simply lack of inspiration is the
question.I

(MELINDA HOLLEY) Outside? You mean out-
side the confines of my house? The one my sister
wishes to remain a hermetically sealed environment?
Outside? With (ugh) insects? Yech!! You're perverr-
ed, Dick! Actually,I've always been a sedentary
creature. And when we got remote control for the
TV...we11, there went that form of exercise.

tHmmm. Why not sip mint juleps by the pool as
you watch your portable TY? If you'd lived some of
the places I have, you would realize that sometimes
there are more insects inside than outll

OId Guord
(ANDY LISCHET,D I was a little surprised to

see in HOL#IL thatCheesecake is the eighth oldest
surviving Diplomacy (game) zeen. Eight years
doesn't seem that long. I was also surprised thatRe-
taliation is the ninth oldest. I remember the big
splash Retaliation made when you began, andlre-
member thinking that you'd probably fold within a
year or two, as most big-splashers do. I was
wrong, and you didn't go the way of Volkerwande-
rung andBlack Frog. Good for you.

Of the zeens older than mine, I'm only familiar
with FoI-Si-Fie (whrch readers of Cheesecake must
get tired of hearing is my favorite zeen, so I'11 tell
readers of HOL) and have never seen an issue of
Boast or of Bushwacker.I've only seen a couple of
second-hand issues of Western Star Dippy, even
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though Jim Benes doesn't live far from me and is re-
sp_onsible for me hearing of the game of Diplomacy.
(He was (is?) a producer for WIIBM radioin Chic-a-
go, and in"75 or'76 one of his shows mentioned a
giune like Risk, butwithout dice.)

[You've never seen a copy of Boasf? Let's see,I
think I had a copy ofissue #9 lying around here
somewhere...I'11 send it to you as soon as it shows
up. If you like satire you'd love Graustark-
everything in there is satirical or can be taken that
way. Otherwise it's just a goodplace to play Dip.

[Actually, Retal drdn't start splashing around un-
til it was about a year olG-the first ten issues com-
bined came to about 70 pages. Zrnns ttrat start big
don't tend to last For that matter, zeens ttrat gro*
big don't last either. I thinkRe/al andKKlW are the
only ones that average more than 20 pages (both put
gut by husband/wife teams, too-there's a message
there). On the other hand, zeens that start small tend
to stick around. lttooklife of Monty a year to fill
the first game, and Don's still around.

I still remember the "warehouse" issue of
Cheesecakc (#14?). How long didit take you to put
that together?l

Dick Mortin
26 Orchord Woy North
Rockville, MD 20854-6128

(MELINDA HOLLEI I don't thi*peretan-
dra's five-mon& break would keep Pete from stating
"continuous publication since June, 1982." I considl
er a fold of more than six months to be the break
point. 'Course, if somebody wants to get picky,
Pete could get an argument against it from someone.

[Like for instance. . ..]

(LARHY PEERY) In reference to Gaughan's
question: five months? Yes, in his case, I think so. I
would say any break longer than three times the nor-
mal schedule (e.g., three months for a monthly
zeen, etc.) is the maximum limir

Fulie agrees with you, Larry, but I agree more
with Melinda- The tie-breaker is that Pete has contin-
uously published sotncthing for the whole time, so
I'11 toss Perelandraonto the list. What the hech it's
fre+and one five month "fold" over a five year
period ain't bad at all.

[And this wraps up the biggest HOL yet.
There's more, too, but we're bumped up against the
three-ounce limit as it is! So take care of ybur-
splves, and I hope to hearfrom you all Rdal Soon
Now.l
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